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Text:

At  the  Faculty  of  Mathematics  and  Natural  Sciences,  Department  of  Physics,  is  a  joint

appointment  with  the  German  Electron  Synchrotron  (DESY)  a

W3-S-Chair  of  "Theoretical  Particle  ─  development  of  theories  beyond  the

Standard  Model"

to  be  filled  as  soon  as  possible.

DESY  is  one  of  the  leading  centers  for  Astroparticle  and  Particle  Physics.  The  research

program  of  particle  physics  includes  a  strong  involvement  in  the  LHC  experiments  and

basic  research  in  the  field  of  theoretical  particle  in  the  Standard  Model  and  possible

extensions.  The  Institute  of  Physics,  Humboldt  University  is  also  involved  with  two

professorships  at  the  LHC  experiment  ATLAS.  The  research  interests  of  the  working  groups

in  the  field  of  theoretical  particle  physics  ranging  from  mathematical  physics  on  the

phenomenology  of  particle  physics  to  lattice  gauge  theory.

Candidates  /  students  should  be  expelled  through  excellence  with  international  recognition

in  the  field  of  theoretical  particle  physics  with  a  focus  on  the  development  of  models

beyond  the  Standard  Model.  Is  expected  to  close  cooperation  with  the  resident  at  the

Humboldt  University  workgroups.  In  addition  to  the  development  of  possible  standard

model  extensions  and  phenomenological  studies  of  experimental  verification  to  be  carried

out.  Place  special  emphasis  send  the  Higgs  physics.  It  is  expected  that  he  /  she  maintains

the  scientific  contacts  between  DESY  and  the  HU  and  active  in  the  DFG  Research  Training

Group  GK1504  "Mass,  Spectrum,  Symmetry:  Particle  Physics  in  the  Era  of  the  Large

Hadron  Collider"  cooperates.  He  /  she  should  be  at  all  levels  of  teaching  in  physics  at  the

HU  participate  (2  LVS)  and  will  have  the  opportunity  to  acquire  outside  of  a  creative

research  program.

Applicants  /  inside  must  meet  the  requirements  for  appointment  as  a  professor  /  to

professor  in  accordance  with  §  100  of  the  Berlin  Higher  Education  Act.

DESY  and  HU  aim  to  increase  the  proportion  of  women  in  research  and  teaching  and  calling

for  qualified  scientists  urgently  to  apply.  Severely  disabled  applicants  /  will  be  given
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Outline
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From Fermi theory to the Standard Model
Chirality, fermion masses, spontaneous symmetry breaking
Custodial symmetry
Gauge boson masses, unitarity and the Higgs boson
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The Darwinian solution to the Hierarchy 
Other origin of small/large numbers according to Weyl and Dirac: 

hierarchies are induced/created by time evolution/the age of the Universe

 mH(t):  
 Higgs mass-squared promoted to a field. 
 The field evolves in time in the early universe and scans a vast range 

of Higgs mass. But “Why/How/When does it stop evolving?” 
 The Higgs mass-squared relaxes to a small negative value 
 The electroweak symmetry breaking back-reacts on the relaxion 

field and stops the time-evolution of the dynamical system

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ’15

Self-organized criticality 
dynamical evolution of a system is stopped at a critical point due to back-reaction

Can this idea be formulated in a QFT language?  
In which sense is it addressing the stability of small numbers at the quantum level? 

hierarchies result from dynamics not from symmetries anymore! 
important consequences on the spectrum of new physics

Espinosa et al ’15m2
H
(t = �1) = ⇤2

cuto↵ ! m2
H
(now) = �(125GeV)2
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a small dimensionful coupling to the Higgs. This small coupling will help set the weak scale, and will be technically
natural, making the weak scale technically natural and solving the hierarchy problem.

We add to the standard model Lagrangian the following terms:

(�M
2 + g�)|h|2 + V (g�) +

1

32⇡2

�

f
G̃

µ⌫
Gµ⌫ (1)

where M is the cuto↵ of the theory (where SM loops are cuto↵), h is the Higgs doublet, Gµ⌫ is the QCD field strength
(and G̃

µ⌫ = ✏
µ⌫↵�

G↵�), g is our dimensionful coupling, and we have neglected order one numbers. We have set the
mass of the Higgs to be at the cuto↵ M so that it is natural. The field � is like the QCD axion, but can take on field
values much larger than f . However, despite its non-compact nature it has all the properties of the QCD axion with
couplings set by f . Setting g ! 0, the Lagrangian has a shift symmetry � ! �+2⇡f (broken from a continuous shift
symmetry by non-perturbative QCD e↵ects). Thus, g can be treated as a spurion that breaks this symmetry entirely.
This coupling can generate small potential terms for �, and we take the potential with technically natural values by
expanding in powers of g�. Non-perturbative e↵ects of QCD produce an additional potential for �, satisfying the
discrete shift symmetry. Below the QCD scale, our potential becomes

(�M
2 + g�)|h|2 +

�
gM

2
� + g

2
�
2 + · · ·

�
+ ⇤4 cos(�/f) (2)

where the ellipsis represents terms higher order in g�/M
2, and thus we take the range of validity for � in this e↵ective

field theory to be � . M
2
/g. We have approximated the periodic potential generated by QCD as a cosine, but in fact

the precise form will not a↵ect our results. Of course ⇤ is very roughly set by QCD, but with important corrections
that we discuss below. Both g and ⇤ break symmetries and it is technically natural for them to be much smaller than
the cuto↵. The parameters g and ⇤ are responsible for the smallness of the weak scale. This model plus inflation
solves the hierarchy problem.

�

V (�)

FIG. 1: Here is a characterization of the �’s potential in the region where the barriers begin to become important. This is the
one-dimensional slice in the field space after the Higgs is integrated out, e↵ectively setting it to its minimum. To the left, the
Higgs vev is essentially zero, and is O(mW) when the barriers become visible. The density of barriers are greatly reduced for
clarity.

We will now examine the dynamics of this model in the early universe. We take an initial value for � such that
the e↵ective mass-squared of the Higgs, m

2
h, is positive. During inflation � will slow-roll, scanning the physical Higgs

⇤/g

Cosmological evolution:

1 Introduction

Our understanding of Nature is based on the empirical evidence that natural phenomena

taking place at di↵erent energy/distance scales do not influence each other. At present,

these di↵erent phenomena are described by a succession of e↵ective theories with di↵erent

degrees of freedom manifesting themselves as shorter and shorter distances are probed. The

parameters of the low-energy e↵ective theory are natural if they do not require any special

tuning of the parameters of the theory at higher energies.

Wilson [1] and ’t Hooft [2] gave a quantitative meaning to this naturalness principle

by demanding that all dimensionless parameters controlling the di↵erent e↵ective theories

should be of order unity unless they are associated to the breaking of a symmetry. Numerous

examples of the naturalness principle to understand the necessity of new phenomena have

been extensively discussed in the literature (see for instance [3] and references therein).

The Higgs boson mass and the value of the cosmological constant have been long recog-

nized as two notorious challengers of this naturalness principle, a situation that stimulated

the creativity of physicists in finding extensions of the Standard Model at higher energies.

In most of these e↵orts to explain the smallness of the Higgs mass, such as supersymmetric

and composite Higgs models, new physics is predicted to be present at TeV energies. Re-

cently, however, a radically new approach to the Higgs mass hierarchy problem has been

proposed [4], in reminiscence of the relaxation mechanism of [5] proposed for explaining dy-

namically the smallness of the cosmological constant (see [6, 7] for similar previous ideas).

In principle, in this new approach no new degrees of freedom around the TeV scale are

needed anymore to screen the Higgs mass from large quantum corrections. This has of

course profound implications for the physics agenda of the LHC and beyond.

Technically, the relaxation mechanism of [4] is based on the cosmological interplay be-

tween the Higgs field h and an axion-like field �, arising from the following three terms of

the scalar e↵ective potential:

V (�, h) = ⇤3g�� 1

2
⇤2

✓
1� g�

⇤

◆
h2 + ✏⇤4

c

✓
h

⇤c

◆n

cos(�/f) + · · · , (1)

where ⇤ is the UV cut-o↵ scale of the model, while ⇤c . ⇤ is the scale at which the periodic

cos(�/f)-term originates and n is a positive integer. The first term is needed to force � to

roll-down in time, while the second one corresponds to a Higgs mass-squared term with a

(positive) dependence on � such that di↵erent values of � scan the Higgs mass over a large

range, including the weak scale. Finally, the third term plays the role of a potential barrier

1

⟨h⟩ = 0
hhi = 0 hhi 6= 0

!118

Higgs-axion cosmological relaxation

slowly rolling field (inflation provides friction) that scans the Higgs mass! 

⇤2

✓
�1 + f

✓
g�

⇤

◆◆
|H|2 + ⇤4

V

✓
g�

⇤

◆
+

1

32⇡2

�

f
G̃

µ⌫
Gµ⌫

potential needed to force ! to roll-down in time 
(during inflation)

Higgs mass  
depends on ! axion-like coupling 

that will seed the potential barrier 
stopping the rolling when the Higgs 

develops its vev

⇤3
QCD h cos

�

f

If ! continues rolling, the Higgs vev 
increases, the potential barrier increases 

and ultimately prevents ! from rolling 
down further 

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ’15
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Higgs-axion cosmological relaxation

slowly rolling field (inflation provides friction) that scans the Higgs mass! 
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Two classes of relaxion models (so far)
 H-dependent potential barrier

potential barriers in the 
relaxion potential appear 
soon after EWSB occurs 

and the relaxion gets 
trapped in one minimum

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ’15
Espinosa, Grojean, Panico, Pomarol, Pujolas, Servant ’15

 H-dependent friction
Hook, Marques-Tavares ’16

You ’17

the potential barriers in the 
relaxion potential always exist 
but there is no friction to stop 

the relaxion in one the 
minimum until the Higgs vev 
approaches a critical value

Fonseca, Morgante, Servant ’18

drawings borrowed from A. Matsedonskyi, DESY workshop seminar ’17
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Consistency Conditions

 Higgs vev stops cosmological rolling

⇤3
QCD

v

f
⇠ @

@�

�
⇤4V (g�/⇤)

�
' g⇤3

⇤6

M3
P

< g⇤3 = ⇤3
QCD

v

f
⇤ < 107 GeV

✓
109 GeV

f

◆1/6

i.e.

note: v<<Λ provided that g<<1. It doesn’t 
explain why the coupling is small (that question 
can be postponed to higher energies, requires 
m o r e m o d e l - b u i l d i n g e n g i n e e r i n g , 
relaxion=PGB?) but it ensures that the solution 
is stable under quantum correction. 

ensures that the energy density stored in !  
does not affect inflation

 Slow rolling: HI >
⇤2

MP

classical displacement 
over one Hubble time quantum fluctuation

>
HI

1

HI

d�

dt
=

1

H
2
I

dV

d�
=

g⇤3

H
2
I

 Classical rolling: H3
I < g⇤3

1. θQCD~ 1 ≫10-10. Can be solved but Λ < 30 TeV 

2. large field excursion: Δ!~Λ/g~fΛ3/(vΛQCD)≫1, Ne~
3 f2⇤8

v2⇤6
QCDM2

P

� 1P
bs

.
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 n=1: need another source of EWSB 
 QCD condensate <qq>~ ΛQCD 

 new strongly-coupled sector à la Technicolor 
⫦ new physics @ TeV, coincidence problem? ⫣

 n=2: no extra source of EWSB needed 
 quantum stability? h-loops generate extra interactions that will stop !  

before the Higgs vev develops unless ΛB<v (new physics below TeV again)

V (�, h) = ⇤3g�� 1

2
⇤2

✓
1� g�

⇤

◆
h2 + ⇤4

B cos(�/f) + . . .

⇤4
B = ⇤4

B(0) + ⇤3
B(1)h+ ⇤2

B(2)h
2 + . . .

Quantum stability of relaxing Lagrangians...

⇤4
B < v4necessary condition for the Higgs vev to stop the relaxion:

Xcos�
h

⇤2
B(2)⇤

2 cos(�/f)

Xcos�

h

h
X cos�

⇤4
B(2) cos

2(�/f)

h

h
X cos��

g⇤⇤2
B(2)� cos(�/f)
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2 Double scanner mechanism

The key new ingredient of our proposal, with respect to [4], is a second scanning field, that

we call �. The full potential, up to terms of order ✏, g� and g, is given by1

V (�, �, H) = ⇤4

✓
g�

⇤
+

g��

⇤

◆
� ⇤2

✓
↵� g�

⇤

◆
|H|2 + 1

2
�|H|4 + A(�, �, H) cos (�/f) , (4)

where

A(�, �, H) ⌘ ✏⇤4

✓
� + c�

g�

⇤
� c�

g� �

⇤
+

|H|2

⇤2

◆
, (5)

with 0 < g, g�, ✏ ⌧ 1, while ↵, � and c�, c� are O(1) positive coe�cients. We assume that all

terms of Eq. (4) are generated at the cut-o↵ scale ⇤. For simplicity and clarity, we are only

considering linear terms in g�/⇤ (resp. g��/⇤), but we could have taken a generic function

of g�/⇤ (resp. g��/⇤) with the only requirement that it is monotonically decreasing or

increasing in a wide region of order ⇤/g (resp. ⇤/g�).

From Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), we see that � scans the Higgs mass-squared, while � scans

A(�, �, H) which is the overall amplitude –the envelope– of the oscillating term. This de-

pendence of A(�, �, H) on � is crucial for our mechanism to work, while the other terms in

Eq. (5) are added since, as we said, they are anyway generated at the quantum level (by loops

of H). The potential in Eq. (4) is stable under quantum corrections in the small-coupling

limit (g, g�, ✏ ⌧ 1) we consider. A possible UV origin of the periodic term in Eq. (4) is given

in Appendinx A.

We will sudy the time evolution of �, � and H during the inflationary epoch. Inflation is

needed, as in [4], to provide the friction that makes the fields slow-roll and reach the desired

minimum. The time evolution of � is quite trivial, as for ✏ ⌧ 1, it simply slides down:

�(t) = �0 � g�⇤
3t/(3HI) . (6)

In the cosmological evolution of � we can distinguish four stages, depicted in Fig. 1, that we

qualitatively describe next:

I) At the beginning of inflation we assume � & ⇤/g and � & ⇤/g� such that the Higgs

mass-squared and the amplitude A are positive. The field � is stuck in some deep

minimum coming from the A cos(�/f) term of Eq. (4), while the Higgs field value is

zero.
1NOT NEEDED: Notice the unusal normalization of the Higgs quartic coupling, � ⇠ 0.26. Do we really

want to keep this normalization? Or, who’s afraid of factors of 2??
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2 Double scanner mechanism

The key new ingredient of our proposal, with respect to [4], is a second scanning field, that
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Figure 1: Left: Scalar potential in the {�, �} plane. The band without barriers is colored

green while the barriers getting high(er) are indicated by dark(er) brown. The blue line shows

a possible slow-roll cosmological trajectory of the fields during the inflationary period. The

dashed purple line is the critical line for EWSB. Right: Classical time evolution of � (blue

curve) in the potential on the left. The black lines show the extremal points of the potential,

with closely spaced minima (bold) and maxima (thin) alternating. (Arbitrary units and scales

in both plots.)

II) As � evolves down, the amplitude A decreases until the point at which the steepness

of A cos(�/f) is smaller than the slope coming from the linear term of Eq. (4), and �

can start to move down. The region in field-space at which this occurs is shown by

a “green-band” in Fig. 1. In this region, the bumps from A cos(�/f) are very small

and, for g� . g, � goes down tracking �: �(t) ' const. + c�g��(t)/(c�g), which is the

solution of A ⇡ 0 (this solution neglects e↵ects of size �� ⇠ f which correspond to

the stepwise behavior visible in Fig. 1).

III) When � crosses the critical value

�c ⌘
↵⇤

g
, (7)

the Higgs mass-squared term becomes negative, turning on H. This gives, according

to Eq. (5), a positive contribution to the amplitude A, that, for certain values of the
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Standard geological history:  
they were transported by ancient glaciers over hundreds of kilometers
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Consistency conditions

 Quantum stability of the potential ✏ . v2/⇤2

ensures that terms ✏2⇤4 cos2(�/f) don’t affect the tracking solution

courtesy to JR Espinosa

⇤4
B < v2⇤2large potential barrier allowed:
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Consistency conditions

 Quantum stability of the potential ✏ . v2/⇤2

ensures that terms ✏2⇤4 cos2(�/f) don’t affect the tracking solution
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ensures that the energy density stored in ! and !  
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Phenomenological signatures
Nothing to be discovered at the LHC/ILC/CLIC/CepC/SppC/FCC!

only BSM physics below Λ 

two (very) light and very weakly coupled axion-like scalar fields
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⇠ (10�20 � 102)GeV

m� ⇠ g�⇤ ⇠ (10�45 � 10�2)GeV
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~interesting cosmology signatures~ 

̝ BBN constraints 
̝ decaying DM signs in #-rays background 

̝ ALPs 
̝ superradiance

~interesting signatures @ SHiP~ 

̝ production of light scalars  
by B and K decays 

Espinosa et al ’15 Choi and Im ’16

~interesting atomic physics~ 
̝ change of atom sizes

Flacke et al ’16

G. Perez et al ‘in progress

A QFT rationale for light and weakly coupled degrees of freedom
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Relaxing without multiple vacua: pole attractors

• The relaxion has a non canonical kinetic term 1

h2n
(@µ�)

2

• When                then              and the kinetic term grows.

m2
h0

⇤/

V�

�

V�c

(V� = �⇤3�)Vh � (�⇤2 + ⇤�)h2

• The Higgs mass is scanned by the relaxion field  �

� ! h(�c)�c

� ! ⇤/ h ! 0

• The slope of the relaxion potential and coupling to the Higgs 
decrease and the scanning effectively stops.

• derivative Higgs-relaxion couplings becomes non-perturbative
• UV completions unknown

Matsedonskyi, Montull ‘17
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Pole attractors: minimal realistic model
Matsedonskyi, Montull ‘17
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1) kinetic terms controlled by a 
new field

1

�2

�
(@�)2 + (@�)2

 

 2)     provides a limited time for 
a scan until it gets to zero and 
blocks all the evolution

�

 3)    moves quickly before 
reaching h~0, and after it’s 
slowed down by particle friction 
provided

�

� ! W,B

4) remaining part of the limited 
time relaxion is very slow, almost 
no scan is possible

fast slow

�̇ & mW f
* f controls particle friction

motivated by SUSY-based 
inflation models

�
mW ⇠ ⇤

⇤2
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NNaturalness

Nnaturalness
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ANson Hook,3 HyuNg Do Kim,4 and David PiNner 5

1 School of Natural Sciences, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, USA
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3 Stanford Institute for Theoretical Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA
4 Department of Physics and Astronomy and Center for Theoretical Physics,

Seoul National University, Seoul 151-747, Korea
5 Princeton Center for Theoretical Science, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA

Abstract

We present a new solution to the electroweak hierarchy problem. We introduce N copies of the
Standard Model with varying values of the Higgs mass parameter. This generically yields a sector
whose weak scale is parametrically removed from the cuto↵ by a factor of 1/

p
N . Ensuring that

reheating deposits a majority of the total energy density into this lightest sector requires a modifi-
cation of the standard cosmological history, providing a powerful probe of the mechanism. Current
and near-future experiments will explore much of the natural parameter space. Furthermore, su-
persymmetric completions which preserve grand unification predict superpartners with mass below
mW ⇥Mpl/MGUT ⇠ 10 TeV.

I. MECHANISM

This letter describes a new mechanism, dubbed
“Nnaturalness,” which solves the hierarchy problem.
It predicts no new particles at the LHC, but does
yield a variety of experimental signatures for the next
generation of CMB and large scale structure experi-
ments [1, 2]. Well-motivated supersymmetric incarna-
tions of this model predict superpartners beneath the
scale mW ⇥ Mpl/MGUT ⇠ 10 TeV, accessible to a future
100 TeV collider [3, 4].

The first step is to introduce N sectors which are mu-
tually non-interacting. The detailed particle content of
these sectors is unimportant, with the exception that
the Standard Model (SM) should not be atypical; many
sectors should contain scalars, chiral fermions, unbroken
gauge groups, etc. For simplicity, we imagine that they
are exact copies of the SM, with the same gauge and
Yukawa structure.

It is crucial that the Higgs mass parameters are allowed
to take values distributed between �⇤2

H
and ⇤2

H
, where

⇤H is the (common) scale that cuts o↵ the quadratic di-
vergences. Then for a wide range of distributions, the
generic expectation is that some sectors are accidentally
tuned at the 1/N level,

��m2

H

��
min

⇠ ⇤2

H
/N . We iden-

tify the sector with the smallest non-zero Higgs vacuum
expectation value (vev), hHi = v, as “our” SM. This
picture is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

In order for small values of m
2

H
to be populated, the

distribution of the mass parameters must pass through
zero. For concreteness, we take a simple uniform distri-
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FIG. 1: A sketch of the Nnaturalness setup. The sectors have
been ordered so that they range from m

2

H ⇠ ⇤2

H to �⇤2

H . The
sector with the smallest vacuum expectation value contains
our copy of the SM.

bution of mass squared parameters, indexed by an integer
label i such that

�
m

2

H

�
i
= �

⇤2

H

N

�
2 i + r

�
, �

N

2
 i 

N

2
, (1)

where i = 0 = “us” is the lightest sector with a non-
zero vev:

�
m

2

H

�
us

= �r ⇥ ⇤2

H
/N ' �(88 GeV)2 is the

Higgs mass parameter inferred from observations. The
parameter r can be seen as a proxy for fine-tuning,1 since

1
There are a variety of other ways one might choose to imple-

ment a measure of fine-tuning in this model. For example, one

could assume the distribution of Higgs mass squared parameters
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FIG. 2: Feynman diagrams for the most important decays in
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in sectors with and without electroweak symme-

try breaking, respectively. Thus the reheaton preferen-
tially decays into sectors with light Higgs bosons and non-
zero vevs. If, instead, the reheaton were heavy enough
to decay directly to on-shell Higgs or gauge bosons, the
branching fractions would be democratic into those sec-
tors, and the energy density in our sector would not come
to dominate the energy budget of the Universe.

In the scalar case the decays are di↵erent, but the scal-
ing of the decay widths is exactly the same. This can be
seen once more by integrating out the Higgs and gauge
bosons in all the sectors:
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for sectors with N & 108; we find that this is never the
leading decay once the bounds on N discussed in Sec. III
are taken into account.

Before moving to a more detailed discussion of signals
and constraints it is worth pointing out two important
di↵erences between the � and ` models that will lead us to
modify the latter. Given the scaling of the widths we can
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In the � model, this logarithmic sensitivity to N is not

realized. Since the reheaton decays into sectors with non-
zero vevs via mixing with the Higgs, the decays become
suppressed by smaller and smaller Yukawa couplings as
hi becomes heavy. After the charm threshold is crossed
m� < 2 mci

we can neglect the contribution of the new
sectors to cosmological observables (with one exception
that we discuss in the next section). This behavior is
displayed in the left panel of Fig. 3, where we show the
fraction of energy density deposited in each sector.

The second important di↵erence is that in the ` model
the reheaton couples directly to neutrinos and, in the sec-
tors with electroweak symmetry breaking, it mixes with
them. This leads to two e↵ects. First, the physical re-
heaton mass grows with N , implying that the structure
of the ` model forces the reheaton to be heavy at large
N , and can be inconsistent depending on the value of �.
Additionally, this mixing can generate a freeze-in abun-
dance [5] of neutrinos in the other sectors from the pro-
cess ⌫us ⌫us ! ⌫us ⌫i via an o↵-shell Z

0. Tension with
neutrino overclosure and overproduction of hot dark mat-
ter leads to an upper bound on the maximum number of
sectors. In practice, it is hard to go beyond N ' 103.

However, there is a simple extension of the ` model
that at once mitigates its UV, i.e., large N , sensitivity
and solves the problems arising from a direct coupling
to neutrinos. If the reheaton couples to each sector only
through a massive portal (whose mass grows with vi),
then the branching ratios will scale with a higher power
of the Higgs vev after integrating out the portal states.
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Swampland: UV/IR mixing
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Particle Physics & Quantum Gravity
Can the SM be embedded in a theory of quantum gravity at the Planck scale?

Can QG be really decoupled at low energy?
Would certainly be true if any QFT can be consistently coupled to QG

Ib
an

ez
 @

 S
U

SY
’1

8

SM

Landscape

Swampland

Regions in SM 
parameter space 

forbidden

Instead Vafa conjectured in 2005 that there exists a swampland 

This conjecture has potentially far-reaching implications for phenomenology
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Landscape/Swampland Conjectures
0) No exact global symmetry For a review, see Banks, Seiberg ‘10

1) Gravity is the weakest force

In any UV complete U(1) gauge theory there must exist at least one charged particle 
with mass M such that: M/MP < g . q

Arkani-Hamed, Motl, Nicolis, Vafa ‘06

Why? otherwise extremal charged BH cannot decay!

BH

Q=M

q1, M1

q2=M2

BH can decay iff M1+M2<M, i.e. M1<M-M2=Q-q2=q1
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2) non-susy AdS vacua (Vmin<0) are unstable

hHi < 1.6
⇤1/4
4

Y⌫

Consider the SM (with cc) compactified on a circle of radius R

 57

The SM + gravity on a circle S1

The radius potential :

Consider the lightest sector : �, gµ⌫ , ⌫1,2,3

�, gµ⌫

One� loop Casimir energy

⌫iFrom 4D c.c.

⌫i with periodic b.c. contributes positively!!

Arkani-Hamed et al. 2007

Heavier particles have exponentially small contribution

Majorana neutrinos leads to an AdS vacuum ⇒ in swampland

SM with 3 families but without Higgs also develops AdS vacuum ⇒ in swampland

⇒ Large quantum corrections end up in swampland (for fixed Λ4 and Yν)
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ez
 @
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’1

8

Dirac neutrinos avoid AdS vacuum iif mν4 < Λ4

Ooguri,Vafa ’16

Ibanez, Martin-Lozano, Valenzuela ’17

Landscape/Swampland Conjectures
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• Pure positive cosmological constant, i.e. vacuum energy, (dS vacuum) is forbidden 

• Quintessence: 

• Quintessence + Higgs: 

• Quintessence + axion:

!135

Swampland Conjectures
3)                                 with c is O(1) for any field configurationMP k ~5�i

V (�i) k> cV (�i)

V (✓,�) = ⇤4e��/MP + ⇤4
QCD(1� cos(✓/f)) + V0

MP k ~5�i
V (�i) k=

⇤4

⇤4 + V0
@(✓ = 0,� = 0)

⇤4

⇤4 + ⇤4
QCD + V0

@(✓ = ⇡f,� = 0)

at least one of them is as small as

O

✓
cc

QCD4

◆
⇠

(10�3 eV)4

(200MeV)4
⇠ 10�44

Obied, Ooguri, Spodyneiko, Vafa ’18

MP k ~5�i
V (�i) k=

⇤4

⇤4 + �v4 + V0
@(H = 0,� = 0)

⇤4

⇤4 + V0

@(H = v,� = 0)

at least one of them is as small as

O

✓
cc

EW4

◆
⇠

(10�3 eV)4

(100GeV)4
⇠ 10�56

V (H,�) = ⇤4
e
��/MP + �(|H|2 � v

2)2 + V0

V (�) = ⇤4e��/MP
0.6 >  > c

Planck data swampland conjecture

Agrawal, Obied, Steinhart, Rafa ‘18

Denef, Hebecker, Wrase ‘18

Murayama, Yamazaki, Yanagida ‘18
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It is not that SM as we know it rules out string theory
But non-trivial interactions among seemingly decoupled sectors must exist

UV forces interactions among IR dof
like anomaly condition forces WZ interactions below the top quark
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The Standard Model: Matter
~~The particles seen in a detector~~

Absolutely stable 
 particles

e- (m=511keV) 
 p (m=938MeV)

# (m=0) 

( $ (m~0) ) 
( G (m=0) ) 

Collider stable 
 particles

n (m=940MeV, ct=1014mm) 
µ (m=940MeV, ct=106mm) 
KL (m=500MeV, ct=104mm) 
π± (m=140MeV, ct=104mm) 
K± (m=500MeV, ct=103mm) 

You don’t “see” most of the SM particles! 
You have to infer their existence

Test: have you ever seen dinosaurs? You “reconstruct” them from their decay products

Sort of stable 
 particles

Ξ, Λ, Σ, Ω  
(m=1-2GeV, ct=10-100mm) 

KS  
(m=500MeV, ct=30mm) 

Displaced vertex 
particles

B, D 
Ξc,b, Λc,b  

(m=2-5GeV,  
ct=0.1-0.5mm) 
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Physics probed at Colliders

Heavy objects 
With short lifetime 

That are rarely produced 
That have a direct coupling to quarks/gluons or electrons 

Colliders are best places to search for

Are we sure that BSM falls in this category? 
No, and actually, we only have evidence that BSM has gravitational interactions 

There are compelling arguments that BSM can be seen at colliders 
But we can also find mind-bogging BSM signatures beyond colliders
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Gravitational waves
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never give up against strong background when you know you are right

 

no spectral distortions: scale of quantum gravity > 100 keV

(                        GRB observed together with GW with the same origin?)

!139

The pictures that shook the Earth

Related stories

NATURE |  NEWS

Gravitational waves: How LIGO forged the path to
victory
Historic discovery of ripples in space-time meant ruling out the possibility of a fake signal.

16 February 2016

At 11:53 a.m. local time on 14 September 2015, an automated e-mail appeared in the inbox of Marco Drago, a
physicist at the Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics in Hannover, Germany. It contained links to two
plots, each showing a wave shaped like a bird’s chirp that emerged suddenly from a noisy background and
ended in a crash.

It was a signal that Drago had been trained to spot and that the US-led
Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) that

Davide Castelvecchi

S. Ossokine, A. Buonanno (Max Planck Inst. Gravitational Phys.). Scientific VisualiZation: W. Benger (Airborne Hydro Mapping)

The pair of merging black holes that LIGO detected using gravitational waves — as produced by a
computer simulation.

Software that analyses data in real time was
indicating that both interferometers had
seen a wave resembling the chirp of a bird
with a rapidly increasing pitch. Within an
hour, the news had reached Drago's boss,
physicist Bruce Allen. The recording looked too good to be true. “When I first saw it I said, 'Oh, it's an injection,
obviously,'” Allen says.

It was an oscillation that began at 35 cycles
per second (hertz) and rapidly increased to
250 hertz. It then became chaotic and
rapidly died down; the whole thing was over
within one-fourth of a second. Crucially,
both detectors saw it at roughly the same
time — Livingston first and Hanford 7
milliseconds later. That delay is an
indication of how the waves swept through
the Earth.

Other gravitational-wave detectors — the
Virgo interferometer near Pisa, Italy, and the
GEO600 interferometer near Hannover —
were not operating at the time and so could
not confirm the signal. Had Advanced Virgo
been on, it would have probably detected
the event as well, says its spokesperson,
Fulvio Ricci, a physicist at the University of
Rome La Sapienza. LIGO scientists have
run a series of careful checks to ensure that
the signal is real and means what they think
it does.

In the past, a few senior members of the
LIGO team have tested the group's ability to
validate a potential discovery by secretly inserting ‘blind injections’ of fake gravitational waves into the data
stream to test whether the research team can differentiate between real and fake signals. But the September
detection happened before blind injections were being made, so it is thought to be a signal from a real
astrophysical phenomenon in the Universe.

To pinpoint the source of gravitational waves, researchers have to triangulate a signal spotted by different
machines spread around Earth. When both LIGO detectors are operating along with Virgo or GEO600,
scientists expect to be better able to locate future gravitational-wave sources. Another interferometer in Japan

Nik Spencer/Nature

LIGO

The gravitational wave signals detected by the twin LIGO stations.

1.3 billion 

years

later

on earth

what did it teach us?
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Abstract

The observation of gravitational waves from the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave

Observatory (LIGO) event GW150914 may be used to constrain the possibility of Lorentz

violation in graviton propagation, and the observation by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor

of a transient source in apparent coincidence may be used to constrain the di↵erence between

the velocities of light and gravitational waves: cg � c� < 10�17.
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The discovery of gravitational waves by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave

Observatory (LIGO) in event GW150914 [1] opens a new era in astronomy, making pos-

sible the measurement of astrophysical processes that have been inaccessible to observa-

tions with electromagnetic waves. The question then arises what fundamental physics we

can learn from gravitational wave observations in general and LIGO event GW150914 in

particular. As examples, the LIGO Collaboration itself [2] has reported an upper limit

on the graviton mass mg < 10�22 eV, and it has been suggested that observations of

binary black-hole mergers could constrain models of quantum physics near black-hole

event horizons [3].

In this comment we derive two additional constraints on graviton propagation. First,

the LIGO data on GW150914 can be used to constrain the possibility of Lorentz viola-

tion [4] in gravitational wave propagation, assuming that low-frequency gravitational and

electromagnetic waves (low-energy photons and gravitons) both travel at the conventional

speed of light in vacuo c, that we set to unity from now on. Secondly, assuming isntead

that cg and c� are frequency- (energy-)independent, we use the apparent coincidence of

a transient source with photon energies > 50 keV observed by the Fermi Gamma-Ray

Burst Monitor (GBM) [5] to constrain the di↵erence between the velocities of light and

gravitational waves in vacuo: c� � cg < 10�17c.

The LIGO constraint on the graviton mass was obtained from a detailed numerical

comparison of the measured GW150914 wave-form with that calculated for a black-hole

merger [2]. We recall that the GW150914 signal consisted of a ‘chirp’ of increasing

frequencies ! ⇠ 100 Hz, with a range of frequencies �! = O(100) Hz. The presence of a

gravitino mass would induce an energy- (frequency-)dependent deviation of the velocities

of the waves emitted during the ‘chirp’ from that of light: �v|mg ' �m2
g/2!

2. Such a

deviation �v would cause a dispersion in their arrival times [6], which is constrained by

concordance of the observed signal with numerical relativity calculations.

It was suggested in [7] that quantum-gravitational e↵ects might induce an energy-

(frequency-)dependent velocity of propagation in vacuo for both electromagnetic and

gravitational waves �v|LV n ' �⇠(!/Mn)n : n = 1 or 2 where Mn is some large mass

scale, where ⇠ = +1(�1) for subluminal (superluminal) propagation. Such a Lorentz-

violating e↵ect would give rise to an energy-dependent dispersion in the arrival times of

gravitational waves, though with a di↵erent energy dependence from a graviton mass.

Such Lorentz violation might be induced by the e↵ects of space-time foam on wave prop-

agation, in which case one might expect that Mn = O(MP ) ⇠ 1019 GeV. We recall that

subluminal propagation is implied by concrete models of space-time foam within brane

theory [8].
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Abstract

The observation of gravitational waves from the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave

Observatory (LIGO) event GW150914 may be used to constrain the possibility of Lorentz

violation in graviton propagation, and the observation by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor

of a transient source in apparent coincidence may be used to constrain the di↵erence between

the velocities of light and gravitational waves: cg � c� < 10�17.
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P. Sphicas 
Highlights from EPS 2017 

The Cosmos: GW Wave spectrum 

July 12, 2017 
EPS HEP 2017, Venice 46 

The Gravitational Wave Spectrum 

41	
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Dynamics of EW phase transition
The asymmetry between matter-antimatter can be created dynamically 

it requires an out-of-equilibrium phase in the cosmological history of the Universe
An appealing idea is EW baryogenesis associated to a first order EW phase transition

Ch!"o#e Grojean Beyond the Higgs To!no, January‘08

EW Phase Transition in the Standard Model

V F

F

V F

F

In the SM, a 1st order phase transition could occur due 

to thermally generated cubic Higgs interactions: 

V (φ, T ) ≃
1

2

!

−µ2
h + cT 2

"

φ2 +
λ

4
φ4

− ETφ 3
−

T

12π

!

bosons

m3(φ)

In the SM:
!
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W,Z
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4m3
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12πv3
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∼ 6·10
−3

⟨φ(Tc)⟩

Tc

=
2 E v2

0

λ v2
0

=
4 E v2

0

m2
h

⟨φ(Tc)⟩

Tc

≥ 1 mh ≤ 47 GeV

2nd order 1st order

or

T=0 T=0

TC

TC

the dynamics of the phase transition is determined by Higgs effective potential at finite T 
which we have no direct access at in colliders (LHC≠Big Bang machine)

finite T 
Higgs potential

Higgs couplings 
at T=0

SM: first order phase transition iff mH < 47 GeV 
BSM: first order phase transition needs some sizeable deviations in Higgs couplings
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GW and the ElectroWeak Phase Transition
GW interact very weakly and are not absorbed

direct probe of physical process of the very early universe

possible cosmological sources: 
inflation, vibrations of topological defects, excitations of xdim modes, 1st order phase transitions...

typical freq. ~ (size of the bubble)-1 ~ (fraction of the horizon size)-1

T = 100 GeV, H =

!

8π3

45

T 2

MPl

∼ 10
−15

GeV@

redshifted freq.

f ∼ #
2 · 10−4 eV

100 GeV
10−15 GeV ∼ # 10−5 Hz

~ to
day ~

The GW spectrum from a 1st order electroweak PT 

is peaked around the milliHertz frequency

ElectroWeak Phase Transition (if 1st order)
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     Germano Nardini  |   Probing EWBG  at eLISA    |  30 May  2016 |  Page 5

Gravitational Waves 

> Nevertheless we prefer direct proofs by far

> Many localized sources are supposed to be there waiting for us...

> … and we are attempting to detect them (… and likely with success!!!)
MQCD MTeV MPeV

A huge range of frequencies

GW Stochastic background: isotropic, unpolarized, stationary

GW energy 
density:

�G =
�ḣij ḣij⇥

G�c
=

�
dk

k

d�G(k)
d log(k)

inflation 
signal
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even hZZ measurements alone are a powerful test of PT!
(hZZ and hhh is better)

Huang,	AL,	&	Wang	(1608.06619)	

FCC-ee 

FC
C

-hh 

FC
C

-hh 

20	

electroweak baryogenesis requires 1st order EWPT

• Huang, Long, Wang, Phys. Rev. D 94, no. 7, 075008 (2016)  
• see also: Kotwal, Ramsey-Musolf, No, Winslow, Phys. Rev. D 94, no. 3, 035022 (2016)

ElectroWeak Phase Transition (EWPT)

�3
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Complementary GW - Colliders

Grojean, Servant, Wells ’04

5

FIG. 4: Contours of constant µ/µSM − 1 in the Λ vs. mH

plane. The dashed lines delimit the allowed region defined in
eq. (5).

constraint or measurement would be an interesting one
for our scenario since a deviation by more than a factor
of unity is possible.

In the more distant future, a linear collider at
√

s =
500 GeV and 1 ab−1 of integrated luminosity should be
able to measure the coupling to within about 20% [23],
and a higher energy linear collider, such as CLIC with√

s = 3 TeV and 5 ab−1 integrated luminosity, should be
able to measure the self-coupling to within a few per-
cent [24]. A few-percent measurement may also be pos-
sible at the VLHC at

√
s = 200 TeV with 300 fb−1 inte-

grated luminosity [22].

Conclusion: We have shown that a strong first-order
electroweak phase transition is possible within the SM
when we take into consideration the effects of a ϕ6 Higgs
operator with a low cutoff. Higgs masses well above the
114 GeV direct limit are possible within this framework.
The main experimental test of this idea is the altered
Higgs cubic self-coupling. The LHC should be able to
probe O(1) corrections, but a high-energy linear collider
will likely be required to measure the deviation at the
tens of percent level accurately.
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“Large" deviations of the Higgs (self-)couplings expected to obtain a 1st order phase transition
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Atomic Clocks as a BSM probe

p

Search for Higgs-mediated interactions in atoms 
using optical atomic clock spectroscopy

Basic idea: look at difference of differences, of transition energies, to clean up 
nuclear mess …

We do it in steps: first consider transition between two levels the emitted 
photon has some characteristic energy/frequency, �E = E(n0, l0)� E(n, l) .

1

�
= RZ2

✓
1

n2
� 1

n02

◆

Exp sensitivity in atomic clock measurements O(10-18) 
(ms over one billon years) 

Not all transitions can be used (yet) for BSM 
  frequency shifts O(1-100 Hz) over frequencies O(1THz): still a sensitivity O(10-6:-9)  

 can be used to detect new (long range) forces

Physics beyond QED contributes to 
the frequency of the radiation 

2

precision measurements in atomic physics. Frequency
measurements of narrow optical clock transitions in
heavy atoms recently reached an unprecedented accu-
racy of O(10�18) [17]. This remarkable level of precision
paves the way for new tests of the existence of physics
beyond the SM. Applications of atomic clock transitions
have already been proposed in order to probe possible
time-variation of fundamental constants [18, 19], and the
existence of cosmological relics in the form of topological
defects [20] or new ultralight particles [21] possibly
associated with dark matter. Atomic clock transitions
also o↵er a complementary way to probe short distance
physics. We demonstrate in this letter that isotope shift
measurements with sub-Hz-level precision in alkali or
rare-earth atoms could probe the Higgs-to-light-fermion
couplings, with a sensitivity potentially surpassing that
of the LHC present and future runs.

Higgs force in atoms Higgs boson exchange between
a nucleus of mass number A and one of its bound elec-
trons induces an attractive potential of Yukawa type, see
for example [22],

VHiggs(r) = �
yeyA

4⇡

e
�rmh

r
. (3)

mh ⇡ 125GeV is the mass of the physical Higgs bo-
son [23] and yA = (A � Z)yn + Zyp is the e↵ective nu-
clear coupling; Z is the atomic number and yn,p are re-
spectively the neutron and proton couplings. In terms
of fundamental quark couplings (evaluated at the Higgs
mass scale), they read [24–27]

yn ' 7.7yu + 9.4yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

yp ' 11yu + 6.5yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

(4)

where cg = 4.0⇥102yc+88yb+1.5yt+�cg is the e↵ective
coupling to gluons which includes the c, b, t contributions
as well as a possible new physics contribution �cg.

LHC data already indicate that the Higgs boson
coupling to top and bottom quarks cannot deviate from
the SM prediction by more than a factor few [28]. Given
the direct bound above, the charm quark contributes at
most ⇡ 0.03 to yn,p which is subdominant to the u, d, s

contributions. Additional contributions to the Higgs-to-
gluon coupling are also constrained1, �cg . O(1) [28].
We therefore neglect cg in the remainder. Within the
SM, the u, d, s quark couplings are suppressed by the
small fermion masses. Therefore, the heavy quarks
dominate in Eq. (4), yielding small nucleon couplings,
y
SM

n,p ⇠ 10�3. However, requiring fundamental quark

1
Sizable contributions to �cg at the GeV scale could arise, while

remaining invisible at the LHC, from a new physics sector which

couples to QCD between the weak scale and the QCD scale.

Such large contributions would however significantly modify the

running of the QCD coupling and are therefore challenged by

various precision measurements at low and high energies.

couplings to saturate the direct LHC constraints, nu-
cleon couplings could reach values as large as yn,p ⇠ 3;
while they are limited to yn,p . 0.2 by indirect bounds
(see discussion above). Consequently, given the di-
rect bounds on the quark and electron couplings, the
strength of the Higgs force in atoms could be enhanced by
a factor as large as 106 compared with the SM prediction.

The parity conserving part of the weak interaction con-
stitutes another important e↵ect, at least relative to the
Higgs one mentioned above. The exchange of the Z

0 bo-
son contributes to the electron-nucleus potential at short-
distance as

Vweak(r) = �
8GFm

2

Z0
p
2

gegA

4⇡

e
�rmZ0

r
, (5)

where ge and gA are the vector couplings of the Z
0

boson to the electron and the nucleus, respectively;
their tree level SM values are g

SM

e = �1/4 + s
2

W and
g
SM

A = Q
SM

W /4. Q
SM

W = �(A � Z) + Z(1 � 4s2W ) is
the tree level SM value of the nuclear weak charge and
s
2

W ' 0.23 is the sine of the weak mixing angle squared.
While the electron Z

0 coupling is known with ⇠ 10�3

accuracy from EW precision measurements at LEP [29],
the corresponding couplings to first generation quarks
are poorly constrained by data in a model independent
way. In particular, the down-quark coupling to the Z

0

may have a sizable deviation from its SM value [30], thus
resulting in a significant uncertainty on the predicted
weak nuclear charge. However, measurements of parity
non-conservation (PNC) in atomic transitions can be
used to accurately extract the value of QW at low energy.
For example, in 133Cs atoms the agreement between the
SM prediction and the experimental value is at the 0.5%
level [31]. PNC measurements of similar precision in
other heavy elements are also possible [32–35].

Frequency shifts We evaluate the Higgs contribu-
tion to atomic transition frequencies. Despite the possi-
bly large nuclear Higgs coupling, the range of the Higgs
interaction is extremely short, of O(m�1

h ) ⇠ 10�3 fm,
and its strength remains much weaker than the domi-
nant Coulomb interaction. The Higgs shift in electronic
energy levels is then well-described in first-order (time-
independent) perturbation theory. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we derive our results using non-relativistic wave
functions. In this limit,

�E
Higgs

nlm = hnlm|VHiggs|nlmi ' �
yeyA

4⇡m2

h

| (0)|2
�l,0

n3
, (6)

where the ket |nlmi is a solution of the Schödinger equa-
tion for the unperturbed Coulomb potential, while n � 1
and 0  l  n � 1 (�l  m  l) are, respectively,
the principal and angular momentum quantum num-
bers. | (0)|2/n3 is the wave-function-density at the ori-
gin (r = 0) for the electron of interest. In order to obtain
 (0) we solve for the wave function including the pres-
ence of the inner shell electrons (see [36] and [37] for more

‘ ‘
p

The Higgs force change the energy level

Higgs force = point like & attractive: ground energy becomes deeper, higher (l) 
states are less effected => small change in the frequency of emitted photon:

| (0)|2/n3 is the wave-function-density at the origin.

2

precision measurements in atomic physics. In particular,
frequency measurements of narrow clock transitions in
heavy atoms recently reached a remarkable relative accu-
racy of O(10�18) [18]. This opens a new, complementary
way to probe short distance physics.1 We demonstrate
in this letter that isotope shift measurements with
sub-Hz-level precision in alkali or rare earth atoms
could probe of the Higgs-to-light-fermion couplings,
with a sensitivity potentially surpassing that of the LHC
present and future runs.

Higgs force in atoms Higgs boson exchange between
a nucleus of mass number A and one of its bound elec-
trons induces an attractive potential of Yukawa type, see
for example [20],

VHiggs(r) = �
yeyA

4⇡

e
�rmh

r
. (3)

mh ⇡ 125GeV is the mass of the physical Higgs bo-
son [21] and yA = (A � Z)yn + Zyp is the e↵ective nu-
clear coupling; Z is the atomic number and yn,p are re-
spectively the neutron and proton couplings. In terms
of fundamental quark couplings (evaluated at the Higgs
mass scale), they read [22–25]

yn ' 7.7yu + 9.4yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

yp ' 11yu + 6.5yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

(4)

where cg = 4.0 ⇥ 102yc + 88yb + 1.5yt + �cg is e↵ective
coupling which includes the c, b, t contributions as well as
a possible new physics contribution �cg.

LHC data already indicate that the Higgs boson
coupling to top and bottom quarks cannot deviate from
the SM prediction by more than a factor few [26]. Given
the direct bound above, the charm quark contributes at
most 0.03 to yn,p which is subdominant to the u, d, s

contributions. Additional contributions to the Higgs-to-
gluon coupling are also constrained2, �cg . O(1) [26].
We therefore neglect cg in the remainder. The u, d, s

quark couplings and the electron one are however poorly
known. In the SM, they are strongly suppressed by the
small fermion masses, so that heavy quarks dominate in
Eq. (4), yielding small nucleon couplings, ySMn,p ⇠ 10�3.
Requiring fundamental quark couplings to saturate the
direct LHC constraints, nucleon couplings could reach
values as large as yn,p ⇠ 3, while they are limited to
yn,p . 0.2 by indirect bounds (see discussion above).
Finally, given the direct bound on the electron coupling,

1
Alternatively, atomic clock transitions could be used to probe

ultralight new physics [19].
2
Sizable contributions to �cg at the GeV scale could arise, while

remaining invisible at the LHC, from a new physics sector cou-

pled to QCD, between the weak scale and the QCD scale. Such

large contributions would however significantly modify the run-

ning of the QCD coupling and are therefore challenged by various

precision measurements at low and high energies.

we note the strength of the Higgs force in atoms could
significantly exceed the SM expectation, up to a factor
of ⇠ 106 under the current LHC constraints.

The weak interaction constitutes another important ef-
fect, at least relative to the Higgs one mentioned above.
The exchange of the Z0 boson contributes to the electron-
nucleus potential at short-distance as

Vweak(r) = �
GFm
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QW
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where QW is the nuclear weak charge and geV (geA) is the
vector (axial-vector) electron coupling to the Z

0. The
tree-level SM values are Q

SM

W = �(A�Z) +Z(1� 4s2W ),
g
SM

eV = �1/4 + s
2

W and g
SM

eA = 1/4, where s
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W ' 0.23 is
the sine of the weak mixing angle squared. While the
electron Z

0 coupling is known with ⇠ 10�3 accuracy
from EW precision measurements at LEP [27], the
corresponding couplings to first generation quarks are
poorly constrained by data in a model independent way.
In particular, the down-quark coupling to the Z

0 may
have a sizable deviation from its SM value [28], thus
resulting in a significant uncertainty on the predicted
weak nuclear charge. However, measurements of parity
non-conservation (PNC) in atomic transitions can be
used to accurately extract the value of QW at low
energy. For example, in 133Cs atoms the agreement
between the SM prediction and the experimental value
is at the 0.5% level [29]. PNC measurements of similar
precision in other heavy elements are also possible [].

Frequency shifts We evaluate the Higgs contribu-
tion to atomic transition frequencies. Despite the possi-
bly large nuclear Higgs coupling, the range of the Higgs
interaction is extremely short, of O(m�1

h ) ⇠ 10�3 fm,
and its strength remains much weaker than the domi-
nant Coulomb interaction. The Higgs shift in electronic
energy levels are then well-described in first-order (time-
independent) perturbation theory as
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where the ket |nlmi is a solution of the Schödinger equa-
tion for the unperturbed Coulomb potential, while n � 1
and 0  l  n � 1 (�l  m  l) are, respectively,
the principal and angular momentum quantum num-
bers. | (0)|2/n3 is the wave-function-density at the ori-
gin (r = 0) for the electron of interest. In order to ob-
tain  (0) we solve for the wave function including the
presence of the inner shell electrons (see [30] and [31]
for more details). For this proposal only s-wave (l = 0)
energies are e↵ectively shifted by the Higgs force since
orbital momentum conservation requires higher partial
waves (l > 0) to vanish at the origin. Finally, the fren-
quency shift �⌫ = �(�E)/2⇡~ resulting from the Higgs
force for a n, l ! n
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could improve by an order of magnitude [13].
An alternative approach to the above experimental

program at the energy frontier relies on low-nergy
precision measurements in atomic physics. Frequency
measurements of narrow optical clock transitions in
heavy atoms recently reached an unprecedented accu-
racy of O(10�18) [17]. This remarkable level of precision
paves the way for new tests of the existence of physics
beyond the SM. Applications of atomic clock transitions
have already been proposed in order to probe possible
time-variation of fundamental constants [18, 19], and the
existence of cosmological relics in the form of topological
defects [20] or new ultralight particles [21] possibly
associated with dark matter. Atomic clock transitions
also o↵er a complementary way to probe short distance
physics. We demonstrate in this letter that isotope shift
measurements with sub-Hz-level precision in alkali or
rare-earth atoms could probe the Higgs-to-light-fermion
couplings, with a sensitivity potentially surpassing that
of the LHC present and future runs.

Higgs force in atoms Higgs boson exchange between
a nucleus of mass number A and one of its bound elec-
trons induces an attractive potential of Yukawa type, see
for example [22],

VHiggs(r) = �
yeyA

4⇡

e
�rmh

r
. (3)

mh ⇡ 125GeV is the mass of the physical Higgs bo-
son [23] and yA = (A � Z)yn + Zyp is the e↵ective nu-
clear coupling; Z is the atomic number and yn,p are re-
spectively the neutron and proton couplings. In terms
of fundamental quark couplings (evaluated at the Higgs
mass scale), they read [24–27]

yn ' 7.7yu + 9.4yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

yp ' 11yu + 6.5yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

(4)

where cg = 4.0⇥102yc+88yb+1.5yt+�cg is the e↵ective
coupling to gluons which includes the c, b, t contributions
as well as a possible new physics contribution �cg.

LHC data already indicate that the Higgs boson
coupling to top and bottom quarks cannot deviate from
the SM prediction by more than a factor few [28]. Given
the direct bound above, the charm quark contributes at
most ⇡ 0.03 to yn,p which is subdominant to the u, d, s

contributions. Additional contributions to the Higgs-to-
gluon coupling are also constrained1, �cg . O(1) [28].
We therefore neglect cg in the remainder. Within the
SM, the u, d, s quark couplings are suppressed by the

1
Sizable contributions to �cg at the GeV scale could arise, while

remaining invisible at the LHC, from a new physics sector which

couples to QCD between the weak scale and the QCD scale.

Such large contributions would however significantly modify the

running of the QCD coupling and are therefore challenged by

various precision measurements at low and high energies.

small fermion masses. Therefore, the heavy quarks
dominate in Eq. (4), yielding small nucleon couplings,
y
SM

n,p ⇠ 10�3. However, requiring fundamental quark
couplings to saturate the direct LHC constraints, nu-
cleon couplings could reach values as large as yn,p ⇠ 3;
while they are limited to yn,p . 0.2 by indirect bounds
(see discussion above). Consequently, given the di-
rect bounds on the quark and electron couplings, the
strength of the Higgs force in atoms could be enhanced by
a factor as large as 106 compared with the SM prediction.

The parity conserving part of the weak interaction con-
stitutes another important e↵ect, at least relative to the
Higgs one mentioned above. The exchange of the Z

0 bo-
son contributes to the electron-nucleus potential at short-
distance as
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where ge and gA are the vector couplings of the Z
0

boson to the electron and the nucleus, respectively;
their tree level SM values are g
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W = �(A � Z) + Z(1 � 4s2W ) is
the tree level SM value of the nuclear weak charge and
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W ' 0.23 is the sine of the weak mixing angle squared.
While the electron Z

0 coupling is known with ⇠ 10�3

accuracy from EW precision measurements at LEP [29],
the corresponding couplings to first generation quarks
are poorly constrained by data in a model independent
way. In particular, the down-quark coupling to the Z

0

may have a sizable deviation from its SM value [30], thus
resulting in a significant uncertainty on the predicted
weak nuclear charge. However, measurements of parity
non-conservation (PNC) in atomic transitions can be
used to accurately extract the value of QW at low energy.
For example, in 133Cs atoms the agreement between the
SM prediction and the experimental value is at the 0.5%
level [31]. PNC measurements of similar precision in
other heavy elements are also possible [32–35].

Frequency shifts We evaluate the Higgs contribu-
tion to atomic transition frequencies. Despite the possi-
bly large nuclear Higgs coupling, the range of the Higgs
interaction is extremely short, of O(m�1

h ) ⇠ 10�3 fm,
and its strength remains much weaker than the domi-
nant Coulomb interaction. The Higgs shift in electronic
energy levels is then well-described in first-order (time-
independent) perturbation theory. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we derive our results using non-relativistic wave
functions. In this limit,
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where the ket |nlmi is a solution of the Schödinger equa-
tion for the unperturbed Coulomb potential, while n � 1
and 0  l  n � 1 (�l  m  l) are, respectively,
the principal and angular momentum quantum num-
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precision measurements in atomic physics. In particular,
frequency measurements of narrow clock transitions in
heavy atoms recently reached a remarkable relative accu-
racy of O(10�18) [18]. This opens a new, complementary
way to probe short distance physics.1 We demonstrate
in this letter that isotope shift measurements with
sub-Hz-level precision in alkali or rare earth atoms
could probe of the Higgs-to-light-fermion couplings,
with a sensitivity potentially surpassing that of the LHC
present and future runs.

Higgs force in atoms Higgs boson exchange between
a nucleus of mass number A and one of its bound elec-
trons induces an attractive potential of Yukawa type, see
for example [20],

VHiggs(r) = �
yeyA

4⇡

e
�rmh

r
. (3)

mh ⇡ 125GeV is the mass of the physical Higgs bo-
son [21] and yA = (A � Z)yn + Zyp is the e↵ective nu-
clear coupling; Z is the atomic number and yn,p are re-
spectively the neutron and proton couplings. In terms
of fundamental quark couplings (evaluated at the Higgs
mass scale), they read [22–25]

yn ' 7.7yu + 9.4yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

yp ' 11yu + 6.5yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

(4)

where cg = 4.0 ⇥ 102yc + 88yb + 1.5yt + �cg is e↵ective
coupling which includes the c, b, t contributions as well as
a possible new physics contribution �cg.

LHC data already indicate that the Higgs boson
coupling to top and bottom quarks cannot deviate from
the SM prediction by more than a factor few [26]. Given
the direct bound above, the charm quark contributes at
most 0.03 to yn,p which is subdominant to the u, d, s

contributions. Additional contributions to the Higgs-to-
gluon coupling are also constrained2, �cg . O(1) [26].
We therefore neglect cg in the remainder. The u, d, s

quark couplings and the electron one are however poorly
known. In the SM, they are strongly suppressed by the
small fermion masses, so that heavy quarks dominate in
Eq. (4), yielding small nucleon couplings, ySMn,p ⇠ 10�3.
Requiring fundamental quark couplings to saturate the
direct LHC constraints, nucleon couplings could reach
values as large as yn,p ⇠ 3, while they are limited to
yn,p . 0.2 by indirect bounds (see discussion above).
Finally, given the direct bound on the electron coupling,
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Alternatively, atomic clock transitions could be used to probe

ultralight new physics [19].
2
Sizable contributions to �cg at the GeV scale could arise, while

remaining invisible at the LHC, from a new physics sector cou-

pled to QCD, between the weak scale and the QCD scale. Such

large contributions would however significantly modify the run-

ning of the QCD coupling and are therefore challenged by various

precision measurements at low and high energies.

we note the strength of the Higgs force in atoms could
significantly exceed the SM expectation, up to a factor
of ⇠ 106 under the current LHC constraints.

The weak interaction constitutes another important ef-
fect, at least relative to the Higgs one mentioned above.
The exchange of the Z0 boson contributes to the electron-
nucleus potential at short-distance as
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where QW is the nuclear weak charge and geV (geA) is the
vector (axial-vector) electron coupling to the Z

0. The
tree-level SM values are Q
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W = �(A�Z) +Z(1� 4s2W ),
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eV = �1/4 + s
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W and g
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W ' 0.23 is
the sine of the weak mixing angle squared. While the
electron Z

0 coupling is known with ⇠ 10�3 accuracy
from EW precision measurements at LEP [27], the
corresponding couplings to first generation quarks are
poorly constrained by data in a model independent way.
In particular, the down-quark coupling to the Z

0 may
have a sizable deviation from its SM value [28], thus
resulting in a significant uncertainty on the predicted
weak nuclear charge. However, measurements of parity
non-conservation (PNC) in atomic transitions can be
used to accurately extract the value of QW at low
energy. For example, in 133Cs atoms the agreement
between the SM prediction and the experimental value
is at the 0.5% level [29]. PNC measurements of similar
precision in other heavy elements are also possible [].

Frequency shifts We evaluate the Higgs contribu-
tion to atomic transition frequencies. Despite the possi-
bly large nuclear Higgs coupling, the range of the Higgs
interaction is extremely short, of O(m�1

h ) ⇠ 10�3 fm,
and its strength remains much weaker than the domi-
nant Coulomb interaction. The Higgs shift in electronic
energy levels are then well-described in first-order (time-
independent) perturbation theory as
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where the ket |nlmi is a solution of the Schödinger equa-
tion for the unperturbed Coulomb potential, while n � 1
and 0  l  n � 1 (�l  m  l) are, respectively,
the principal and angular momentum quantum num-
bers. | (0)|2/n3 is the wave-function-density at the ori-
gin (r = 0) for the electron of interest. In order to ob-
tain  (0) we solve for the wave function including the
presence of the inner shell electrons (see [30] and [31]
for more details). For this proposal only s-wave (l = 0)
energies are e↵ectively shifted by the Higgs force since
orbital momentum conservation requires higher partial
waves (l > 0) to vanish at the origin. Finally, the fren-
quency shift �⌫ = �(�E)/2⇡~ resulting from the Higgs
force for a n, l ! n
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could improve by an order of magnitude [13].
An alternative approach to the above experimental

program at the energy frontier relies on low-nergy
precision measurements in atomic physics. Frequency
measurements of narrow optical clock transitions in
heavy atoms recently reached an unprecedented accu-
racy of O(10�18) [17]. This remarkable level of precision
paves the way for new tests of the existence of physics
beyond the SM. Applications of atomic clock transitions
have already been proposed in order to probe possible
time-variation of fundamental constants [18, 19], and the
existence of cosmological relics in the form of topological
defects [20] or new ultralight particles [21] possibly
associated with dark matter. Atomic clock transitions
also o↵er a complementary way to probe short distance
physics. We demonstrate in this letter that isotope shift
measurements with sub-Hz-level precision in alkali or
rare-earth atoms could probe the Higgs-to-light-fermion
couplings, with a sensitivity potentially surpassing that
of the LHC present and future runs.

Higgs force in atoms Higgs boson exchange between
a nucleus of mass number A and one of its bound elec-
trons induces an attractive potential of Yukawa type, see
for example [22],

VHiggs(r) = �
yeyA

4⇡

e
�rmh

r
. (3)

mh ⇡ 125GeV is the mass of the physical Higgs bo-
son [23] and yA = (A � Z)yn + Zyp is the e↵ective nu-
clear coupling; Z is the atomic number and yn,p are re-
spectively the neutron and proton couplings. In terms
of fundamental quark couplings (evaluated at the Higgs
mass scale), they read [24–27]

yn ' 7.7yu + 9.4yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

yp ' 11yu + 6.5yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

(4)

where cg = 4.0⇥102yc+88yb+1.5yt+�cg is the e↵ective
coupling to gluons which includes the c, b, t contributions
as well as a possible new physics contribution �cg.

LHC data already indicate that the Higgs boson
coupling to top and bottom quarks cannot deviate from
the SM prediction by more than a factor few [28]. Given
the direct bound above, the charm quark contributes at
most ⇡ 0.03 to yn,p which is subdominant to the u, d, s

contributions. Additional contributions to the Higgs-to-
gluon coupling are also constrained1, �cg . O(1) [28].
We therefore neglect cg in the remainder. Within the
SM, the u, d, s quark couplings are suppressed by the

1
Sizable contributions to �cg at the GeV scale could arise, while

remaining invisible at the LHC, from a new physics sector which

couples to QCD between the weak scale and the QCD scale.

Such large contributions would however significantly modify the

running of the QCD coupling and are therefore challenged by

various precision measurements at low and high energies.

small fermion masses. Therefore, the heavy quarks
dominate in Eq. (4), yielding small nucleon couplings,
y
SM

n,p ⇠ 10�3. However, requiring fundamental quark
couplings to saturate the direct LHC constraints, nu-
cleon couplings could reach values as large as yn,p ⇠ 3;
while they are limited to yn,p . 0.2 by indirect bounds
(see discussion above). Consequently, given the di-
rect bounds on the quark and electron couplings, the
strength of the Higgs force in atoms could be enhanced by
a factor as large as 106 compared with the SM prediction.

The parity conserving part of the weak interaction con-
stitutes another important e↵ect, at least relative to the
Higgs one mentioned above. The exchange of the Z

0 bo-
son contributes to the electron-nucleus potential at short-
distance as
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where ge and gA are the vector couplings of the Z
0

boson to the electron and the nucleus, respectively;
their tree level SM values are g
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W = �(A � Z) + Z(1 � 4s2W ) is
the tree level SM value of the nuclear weak charge and
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W ' 0.23 is the sine of the weak mixing angle squared.
While the electron Z

0 coupling is known with ⇠ 10�3

accuracy from EW precision measurements at LEP [29],
the corresponding couplings to first generation quarks
are poorly constrained by data in a model independent
way. In particular, the down-quark coupling to the Z

0

may have a sizable deviation from its SM value [30], thus
resulting in a significant uncertainty on the predicted
weak nuclear charge. However, measurements of parity
non-conservation (PNC) in atomic transitions can be
used to accurately extract the value of QW at low energy.
For example, in 133Cs atoms the agreement between the
SM prediction and the experimental value is at the 0.5%
level [31]. PNC measurements of similar precision in
other heavy elements are also possible [32–35].

Frequency shifts We evaluate the Higgs contribu-
tion to atomic transition frequencies. Despite the possi-
bly large nuclear Higgs coupling, the range of the Higgs
interaction is extremely short, of O(m�1

h ) ⇠ 10�3 fm,
and its strength remains much weaker than the domi-
nant Coulomb interaction. The Higgs shift in electronic
energy levels is then well-described in first-order (time-
independent) perturbation theory. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we derive our results using non-relativistic wave
functions. In this limit,
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where the ket |nlmi is a solution of the Schödinger equa-
tion for the unperturbed Coulomb potential, while n � 1
and 0  l  n � 1 (�l  m  l) are, respectively,
the principal and angular momentum quantum num-
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precision measurements in atomic physics. In particular,
frequency measurements of narrow clock transitions in
heavy atoms recently reached a remarkable relative accu-
racy of O(10�18) [18]. This opens a new, complementary
way to probe short distance physics.1 We demonstrate
in this letter that isotope shift measurements with
sub-Hz-level precision in alkali or rare earth atoms
could probe of the Higgs-to-light-fermion couplings,
with a sensitivity potentially surpassing that of the LHC
present and future runs.

Higgs force in atoms Higgs boson exchange between
a nucleus of mass number A and one of its bound elec-
trons induces an attractive potential of Yukawa type, see
for example [20],

VHiggs(r) = �
yeyA

4⇡

e
�rmh

r
. (3)

mh ⇡ 125GeV is the mass of the physical Higgs bo-
son [21] and yA = (A � Z)yn + Zyp is the e↵ective nu-
clear coupling; Z is the atomic number and yn,p are re-
spectively the neutron and proton couplings. In terms
of fundamental quark couplings (evaluated at the Higgs
mass scale), they read [22–25]

yn ' 7.7yu + 9.4yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

yp ' 11yu + 6.5yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

(4)

where cg = 4.0 ⇥ 102yc + 88yb + 1.5yt + �cg is e↵ective
coupling which includes the c, b, t contributions as well as
a possible new physics contribution �cg.

LHC data already indicate that the Higgs boson
coupling to top and bottom quarks cannot deviate from
the SM prediction by more than a factor few [26]. Given
the direct bound above, the charm quark contributes at
most 0.03 to yn,p which is subdominant to the u, d, s

contributions. Additional contributions to the Higgs-to-
gluon coupling are also constrained2, �cg . O(1) [26].
We therefore neglect cg in the remainder. The u, d, s

quark couplings and the electron one are however poorly
known. In the SM, they are strongly suppressed by the
small fermion masses, so that heavy quarks dominate in
Eq. (4), yielding small nucleon couplings, ySMn,p ⇠ 10�3.
Requiring fundamental quark couplings to saturate the
direct LHC constraints, nucleon couplings could reach
values as large as yn,p ⇠ 3, while they are limited to
yn,p . 0.2 by indirect bounds (see discussion above).
Finally, given the direct bound on the electron coupling,
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ultralight new physics [19].
2
Sizable contributions to �cg at the GeV scale could arise, while

remaining invisible at the LHC, from a new physics sector cou-

pled to QCD, between the weak scale and the QCD scale. Such

large contributions would however significantly modify the run-

ning of the QCD coupling and are therefore challenged by various

precision measurements at low and high energies.

we note the strength of the Higgs force in atoms could
significantly exceed the SM expectation, up to a factor
of ⇠ 106 under the current LHC constraints.

The weak interaction constitutes another important ef-
fect, at least relative to the Higgs one mentioned above.
The exchange of the Z0 boson contributes to the electron-
nucleus potential at short-distance as
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where QW is the nuclear weak charge and geV (geA) is the
vector (axial-vector) electron coupling to the Z

0. The
tree-level SM values are Q
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W ' 0.23 is
the sine of the weak mixing angle squared. While the
electron Z

0 coupling is known with ⇠ 10�3 accuracy
from EW precision measurements at LEP [27], the
corresponding couplings to first generation quarks are
poorly constrained by data in a model independent way.
In particular, the down-quark coupling to the Z

0 may
have a sizable deviation from its SM value [28], thus
resulting in a significant uncertainty on the predicted
weak nuclear charge. However, measurements of parity
non-conservation (PNC) in atomic transitions can be
used to accurately extract the value of QW at low
energy. For example, in 133Cs atoms the agreement
between the SM prediction and the experimental value
is at the 0.5% level [29]. PNC measurements of similar
precision in other heavy elements are also possible [].

Frequency shifts We evaluate the Higgs contribu-
tion to atomic transition frequencies. Despite the possi-
bly large nuclear Higgs coupling, the range of the Higgs
interaction is extremely short, of O(m�1

h ) ⇠ 10�3 fm,
and its strength remains much weaker than the domi-
nant Coulomb interaction. The Higgs shift in electronic
energy levels are then well-described in first-order (time-
independent) perturbation theory as
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where the ket |nlmi is a solution of the Schödinger equa-
tion for the unperturbed Coulomb potential, while n � 1
and 0  l  n � 1 (�l  m  l) are, respectively,
the principal and angular momentum quantum num-
bers. | (0)|2/n3 is the wave-function-density at the ori-
gin (r = 0) for the electron of interest. In order to ob-
tain  (0) we solve for the wave function including the
presence of the inner shell electrons (see [30] and [31]
for more details). For this proposal only s-wave (l = 0)
energies are e↵ectively shifted by the Higgs force since
orbital momentum conservation requires higher partial
waves (l > 0) to vanish at the origin. Finally, the fren-
quency shift �⌫ = �(�E)/2⇡~ resulting from the Higgs
force for a n, l ! n
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could improve by an order of magnitude [13].
An alternative approach to the above experimental

program at the energy frontier relies on low-nergy
precision measurements in atomic physics. Frequency
measurements of narrow optical clock transitions in
heavy atoms recently reached an unprecedented accu-
racy of O(10�18) [17]. This remarkable level of precision
paves the way for new tests of the existence of physics
beyond the SM. Applications of atomic clock transitions
have already been proposed in order to probe possible
time-variation of fundamental constants [18, 19], and the
existence of cosmological relics in the form of topological
defects [20] or new ultralight particles [21] possibly
associated with dark matter. Atomic clock transitions
also o↵er a complementary way to probe short distance
physics. We demonstrate in this letter that isotope shift
measurements with sub-Hz-level precision in alkali or
rare-earth atoms could probe the Higgs-to-light-fermion
couplings, with a sensitivity potentially surpassing that
of the LHC present and future runs.

Higgs force in atoms Higgs boson exchange between
a nucleus of mass number A and one of its bound elec-
trons induces an attractive potential of Yukawa type, see
for example [22],

VHiggs(r) = �
yeyA

4⇡
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. (3)

mh ⇡ 125GeV is the mass of the physical Higgs bo-
son [23] and yA = (A � Z)yn + Zyp is the e↵ective nu-
clear coupling; Z is the atomic number and yn,p are re-
spectively the neutron and proton couplings. In terms
of fundamental quark couplings (evaluated at the Higgs
mass scale), they read [24–27]

yn ' 7.7yu + 9.4yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

yp ' 11yu + 6.5yd + 0.75ys + 2.6⇥ 10�4
cg ,

(4)

where cg = 4.0⇥102yc+88yb+1.5yt+�cg is the e↵ective
coupling to gluons which includes the c, b, t contributions
as well as a possible new physics contribution �cg.

LHC data already indicate that the Higgs boson
coupling to top and bottom quarks cannot deviate from
the SM prediction by more than a factor few [28]. Given
the direct bound above, the charm quark contributes at
most ⇡ 0.03 to yn,p which is subdominant to the u, d, s

contributions. Additional contributions to the Higgs-to-
gluon coupling are also constrained1, �cg . O(1) [28].
We therefore neglect cg in the remainder. Within the
SM, the u, d, s quark couplings are suppressed by the

1
Sizable contributions to �cg at the GeV scale could arise, while

remaining invisible at the LHC, from a new physics sector which

couples to QCD between the weak scale and the QCD scale.

Such large contributions would however significantly modify the

running of the QCD coupling and are therefore challenged by

various precision measurements at low and high energies.

small fermion masses. Therefore, the heavy quarks
dominate in Eq. (4), yielding small nucleon couplings,
y
SM

n,p ⇠ 10�3. However, requiring fundamental quark
couplings to saturate the direct LHC constraints, nu-
cleon couplings could reach values as large as yn,p ⇠ 3;
while they are limited to yn,p . 0.2 by indirect bounds
(see discussion above). Consequently, given the di-
rect bounds on the quark and electron couplings, the
strength of the Higgs force in atoms could be enhanced by
a factor as large as 106 compared with the SM prediction.

The parity conserving part of the weak interaction con-
stitutes another important e↵ect, at least relative to the
Higgs one mentioned above. The exchange of the Z

0 bo-
son contributes to the electron-nucleus potential at short-
distance as

Vweak(r) = �
8GFm

2

Z0
p
2

gegA

4⇡

e
�rmZ0

r
, (5)

where ge and gA are the vector couplings of the Z
0

boson to the electron and the nucleus, respectively;
their tree level SM values are g

SM

e = �1/4 + s
2

W and
g
SM

A = Q
SM

W /4. Q
SM

W = �(A � Z) + Z(1 � 4s2W ) is
the tree level SM value of the nuclear weak charge and
s
2

W ' 0.23 is the sine of the weak mixing angle squared.
While the electron Z

0 coupling is known with ⇠ 10�3

accuracy from EW precision measurements at LEP [29],
the corresponding couplings to first generation quarks
are poorly constrained by data in a model independent
way. In particular, the down-quark coupling to the Z

0

may have a sizable deviation from its SM value [30], thus
resulting in a significant uncertainty on the predicted
weak nuclear charge. However, measurements of parity
non-conservation (PNC) in atomic transitions can be
used to accurately extract the value of QW at low energy.
For example, in 133Cs atoms the agreement between the
SM prediction and the experimental value is at the 0.5%
level [31]. PNC measurements of similar precision in
other heavy elements are also possible [32–35].

Frequency shifts We evaluate the Higgs contribu-
tion to atomic transition frequencies. Despite the possi-
bly large nuclear Higgs coupling, the range of the Higgs
interaction is extremely short, of O(m�1

h ) ⇠ 10�3 fm,
and its strength remains much weaker than the domi-
nant Coulomb interaction. The Higgs shift in electronic
energy levels is then well-described in first-order (time-
independent) perturbation theory. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we derive our results using non-relativistic wave
functions. In this limit,

�E
Higgs

nlm = hnlm|VHiggs|nlmi ' �
yeyA

4⇡m2

h

| (0)|2
�l,0

n3
, (6)

where the ket |nlmi is a solution of the Schödinger equa-
tion for the unperturbed Coulomb potential, while n � 1
and 0  l  n � 1 (�l  m  l) are, respectively,
the principal and angular momentum quantum num-

(talk  by M. Yamanaka -> we might underestimating by factor of ~5 
due to non relativistic treatment) 

?

�Eweak
nlm = �8GFm2

Zp
2

gegA
4⇡m2

Z

| (0)|2 �l,0
n3
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many-body electron correlations typically result in large
uncertainties. For instance, an ab initio frequency cal-
culation by the authors of Ref. [44] disagrees with their
measurement by more than 20%, with a discrepancy of
⇠ 100MHz.

Breaking King’s linearity The IS between A and
A

0 isotopes is usually thought of as arising from two
di↵erent contributions: a mass shift (MS) and a field
shift (FS) [45]. The MS is due to the nuclear mass
change between the two isotopes. It receives contribu-
tion from a change in nuclear recoil (normal MS) and
a change in electron-electron correlations (specific MS).
Both e↵ects are proportional to the relative mass change
µAA0 ⌘ 1/mA � 1/mA0 = (A0

� A)/(AA
0) amu�1, where

amu ⇡ 0.931GeV is the atomic mass unit. The FS, on
the other hand, is due to the change in the charge dis-
tribution of the nucleus and it is approximately propor-
tional to �hr2iAA0 , the di↵erence in the charge distribu-
tion variance between the two isotopes. Therefore, the
IS for a given transition i is assumed to be of the form

�⌫
AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
A
i � ⌫

A0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi�hr
2
iAA0 , (9)

where Ki and Fi are, respectively, the MS and FS coef-
ficients, that only depend on the transition, not on the
isotopes. Both the specific MS and the FS pose a serious
di�culty in calculating the IS from first principles as the
change in nuclear charge radius and the proportionality
factors in both cases are non-perturbative quantities.

A standard way to extract ratios and di↵erences be-
tween the proportionality factors above, for two di↵er-
ent transitions, and without knowledge of �hr2iAA0 , is
the King plot [46]. Defining modified IS as m�⌫

i
AA0 ⌘

�⌫
i
AA0/µAA0 , the change in charge radius between iso-

topes can be extracted from the IS in a single transi-
tion (i = 1) as �hr2iAA0/µAA0 = (m�⌫1AA0 �K1)/F1 and
substituted in the IS expression for a second transition
(i = 2), which yields

m�⌫
2

AA0 = F21m�⌫
1

AA0 +K21 , (10)

with K21 ⌘ (K2 � F21K1) and F21 ⌘ F2/F1. A linear
relation between the (modified) IS associated with two
di↵erent transitions is therefore expected. If data are
consistent with this linear relation, its slope F21 and o↵-
set K21 can then be extracted by plotting the IS of two
transitions against each other for several isotope pairs.

With experimental accuracy below the Hz level, IS
measurements will become sensitive to faint weak and
Higgs contributions, in the presence of which Eq. (9) be-
comes

�⌫
i
AA0 = Ki µAA0 + Fi�hr

2
iAA0 +Hi(A�A

0) , (11)

with Hi ⌘ 2.7 ⇥ 102 Hz (1 + ne)2ZI
ll0

nn0(yeyn � 2.6 ⇥

10�3
q
n
W ) where q

n
W is the weak nuclear charge per neu-

tron. In the SM, q
n
W = �1 at tree level. The King

relation in Eq. (10) is in turn modified as

m�⌫
2

AA0 = F21m�⌫
1

AA0 +K21 �AA
0
H21 , (12)

where we defined H21 ⌘ (H2 � F21H1) amu. Equa-
tion (12) shows that the Higgs and weak contributions
explicitly breaks King’s linearity law. There is a
possibility for nature to accidentally conspire to cancel
this non-linearity if m�⌫

i
AA0 are linear functions of

A
0. In this case, the H21 term is a mere correction

to the slope parameter F21 and sensitivity to any
e↵ect contributing to Hi is lost. While the precise
isotopic dependence of m�⌫

i
AA0 is straightforward to

check directly from data, once available, we note that
theory estimates strongly disfavour linear scaling of
m�⌫

i
AA0 with A

0. This is expected because the charge
radius of nuclei depends on their shell structure and
therefore does not increase monotonically with the
number of neutrons; see e.g. [47, 48]. We thus find these
accidental cancellation to be unlikely. The King’s law is
therefore expected to break in the presence of the Higgs
and weak forces for narrow optical clock transitions,
leading to a measurable e↵ect. Conversely, as long
as IS data remain consistent with the King relation
in Eq. (10), H21 can be bound largely independently
of theory uncertainties. Furthermore, with su�ciently
good knowledge of the atomic structure, in particular
| (0)|2, and of the weak charge per neutron q

n
W , the

yeyn combination of Higgs couplings can be constrained.
State-of-the-art many-body simulations already predict
the atomic structure of single-valence electron systems
below the 1% level [31]. Although probing new physics
contributions to the parity conserving part of the weak
force is of great interest in itself 2, it is also realistic to
assume that the weak contribution in Eq. (12) can be
substracted from IS data with su�cient accuracy to turn
the latter as a new and complementary probe of Higgs
boson properties or any new physics state provided its
couplings are not aligned with the electric charge.

The case of Yb ion At least four isotopes are needed
in order to probe the third term on the RHS of Eq. (12)
through a deviation from linearity in a King plot. To
this end, an appealing option is to use the two narrow
optical clock transitions of Yb+, namely the E2 and E3
transitions at 436 nm and 467 nm, respectively. In this
case,

H
Yb

+

21

Hz amu
⇡ 0.9

�
3.8⇥ 102yeyn � q

n
W

�
(1� F21) . (13)

The weak e↵ect is expected at the Hz-level, while the
Higgs force could appear slightly below 1Hz under cur-
rent constraints. Hence, given sub-Hz precision on the
IS measurement, a non-linear behavior on the King plot
is expected. The resulting sensitivity on the Higgs cou-
plings can be estimated as follows. First of all, we assume
that the weak contribution is subtracted fromm�⌫’s with
su�cient accuracy, and that a King plot constructed from

2
We leave this study for future works [37].

Ki	and	Fi	are	difficult	to	compute	to	the	accuracy	needed		
but	they	are	the	same	for	different	isotopes

Isolating the signal: isotope shifts

The King Plot

� First, define modified IS as 
� Measure IS in two transitions. Use transition 1 to 

set   and substitute back into
transition 2:

� Plot                vs. along the isotopic chain

W. H. King, 
J. Opt. Soc. Am. 53, 638 (1963)
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many-body electron correlations typically result in large
uncertainties. For instance, an ab initio frequency cal-
culation by the authors of Ref. [44] disagrees with their
measurement by more than 20%, with a discrepancy of
⇠ 100MHz.

Breaking King’s linearity The IS between A and
A

0 isotopes is usually thought of as arising from two
di↵erent contributions: a mass shift (MS) and a field
shift (FS) [45]. The MS is due to the nuclear mass
change between the two isotopes. It receives contribu-
tion from a change in nuclear recoil (normal MS) and
a change in electron-electron correlations (specific MS).
Both e↵ects are proportional to the relative mass change
µAA0 ⌘ 1/mA � 1/mA0 = (A0

� A)/(AA
0) amu�1, where

amu ⇡ 0.931GeV is the atomic mass unit. The FS, on
the other hand, is due to the change in the charge dis-
tribution of the nucleus and it is approximately propor-
tional to �hr2iAA0 , the di↵erence in the charge distribu-
tion variance between the two isotopes. Therefore, the
IS for a given transition i is assumed to be of the form

�⌫
AA0

i ⌘ ⌫
A
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A0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi�hr
2
iAA0 , (9)

where Ki and Fi are, respectively, the MS and FS coef-
ficients, that only depend on the transition, not on the
isotopes. Both the specific MS and the FS pose a serious
di�culty in calculating the IS from first principles as the
change in nuclear charge radius and the proportionality
factors in both cases are non-perturbative quantities.

A standard way to extract ratios and di↵erences be-
tween the proportionality factors above, for two di↵er-
ent transitions, and without knowledge of �hr2iAA0 , is
the King plot [46]. Defining modified IS as m�⌫

i
AA0 ⌘

�⌫
i
AA0/µAA0 , the change in charge radius between iso-

topes can be extracted from the IS in a single transi-
tion (i = 1) as �hr2iAA0/µAA0 = (m�⌫1AA0 �K1)/F1 and
substituted in the IS expression for a second transition
(i = 2), which yields

m�⌫
2

AA0 = F21m�⌫
1

AA0 +K21 , (10)

with K21 ⌘ (K2 � F21K1) and F21 ⌘ F2/F1. A linear
relation between the (modified) IS associated with two
di↵erent transitions is therefore expected. If data are
consistent with this linear relation, its slope F21 and o↵-
set K21 can then be extracted by plotting the IS of two
transitions against each other for several isotope pairs.

With experimental accuracy below the Hz level, IS
measurements will become sensitive to faint weak and
Higgs contributions, in the presence of which Eq. (9) be-
comes
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AA0 = Ki µAA0 + Fi�hr

2
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W is the weak nuclear charge per neu-
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where we defined H21 ⌘ (H2 � F21H1) amu. Equa-
tion (12) shows that the Higgs and weak contributions
explicitly breaks King’s linearity law. There is a
possibility for nature to accidentally conspire to cancel
this non-linearity if m�⌫
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AA0 are linear functions of
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0. In this case, the H21 term is a mere correction

to the slope parameter F21 and sensitivity to any
e↵ect contributing to Hi is lost. While the precise
isotopic dependence of m�⌫
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AA0 is straightforward to

check directly from data, once available, we note that
theory estimates strongly disfavour linear scaling of
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AA0 with A

0. This is expected because the charge
radius of nuclei depends on their shell structure and
therefore does not increase monotonically with the
number of neutrons; see e.g. [47, 48]. We thus find these
accidental cancellation to be unlikely. The King’s law is
therefore expected to break in the presence of the Higgs
and weak forces for narrow optical clock transitions,
leading to a measurable e↵ect. Conversely, as long
as IS data remain consistent with the King relation
in Eq. (10), H21 can be bound largely independently
of theory uncertainties. Furthermore, with su�ciently
good knowledge of the atomic structure, in particular
| (0)|2, and of the weak charge per neutron q

n
W , the

yeyn combination of Higgs couplings can be constrained.
State-of-the-art many-body simulations already predict
the atomic structure of single-valence electron systems
below the 1% level [31]. Although probing new physics
contributions to the parity conserving part of the weak
force is of great interest in itself 2, it is also realistic to
assume that the weak contribution in Eq. (12) can be
substracted from IS data with su�cient accuracy to turn
the latter as a new and complementary probe of Higgs
boson properties or any new physics state provided its
couplings are not aligned with the electric charge.

The case of Yb ion At least four isotopes are needed
in order to probe the third term on the RHS of Eq. (12)
through a deviation from linearity in a King plot. To
this end, an appealing option is to use the two narrow
optical clock transitions of Yb+, namely the E2 and E3
transitions at 436 nm and 467 nm, respectively. In this
case,
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The weak e↵ect is expected at the Hz-level, while the
Higgs force could appear slightly below 1Hz under cur-
rent constraints. Hence, given sub-Hz precision on the
IS measurement, a non-linear behavior on the King plot
is expected. The resulting sensitivity on the Higgs cou-
plings can be estimated as follows. First of all, we assume
that the weak contribution is subtracted fromm�⌫’s with
su�cient accuracy, and that a King plot constructed from

2
We leave this study for future works [37].
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No indication for King-linearity-violation (KLV), down to 100 kHz.

when comparing two different transitions and can be
eliminated in a King plot analysis [28,29] as shown in
Fig. 3 for the two transitions considered here. Each axis
shows the modified isotope shift mδνA;A

0 ¼ δνA;A
0
gA;A

0
,

where gA;A
0 ¼ ð1=mA − 1=mA0Þ−1, for one of the two

transitions. A straight line fit to the three data points
provides linear combinations of the field and mass shift
constants for the two transitions. An important result from
this fit is that there is no evidence for a deviation from a
straight line, confirming that (2) is a good parametrization
of the isotope shift even at the high experimental accuracy
of the measurements presented here.

A comparison of the high resolution results with pre-
vious experimental data based on collinear laser spectros-
copy [10,11] shows systematic deviations, which can be
used to calibrate experimental parameters of this technique.
Following Ref. [12] we performed a three-dimensional
King plot analysis to extract the fitting parameters kMS and
F for the two transitions. Two dimensions are those shown
in Fig. 3. In the third dimension we plot the modified
change in mean-square nuclear charge radius δhr2iA;A0

gA;A
0
,

using the previous values of δhr2i from [30], which are
based on muonic atom spectroscopy and electron scatter-
ing. The three-dimensional King plot constrains the mass
and field-shift constants, and under the assumption that (2)
is correct (i.e., the three data points are connected by a
straight line) can also be used to extract improved values of
δhr2i. To find the parameter estimates and their uncertain-
ties an acceptance-rejection Monte Carlo method was used
to generate samples consistent with the measured values
and associated uncertainties [31]. The measurement dis-
tributions were assumed to be independent uncorrelated
normals. The likelihoods of three randomly generated
points, constrained to be collinear, were used as the
acceptance criterion in the algorithm. The extracted param-
eters are shown in Table II.
The extracted field-shift and mass-shift constants pose a

strong challenge for many-body atomic theory (fourth
column of Table II), where the mass shift in particular
has proven very difficult to calculate even in the “easy” case
of single-valence-electron ions [32,33]. A comparison to
the experimental field and mass shift constants given in
[10,11] proves difficult since the derived uncertainties
depend strongly on the analysis technique and input
parameters for δhr2i. Evaluating the field and mass shift
constant from isotope shifts given in [10,11] using the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Two-dimensional King plot showing the
modified isotope shift of the 866 nm and 397 nm lines. Red
squares, previous experimental data from [10] and [11]; blue
circles, this Letter. The insets show the relevant ranges enlarged
by a factor of approximately 30 to illustrate the quality of the fit.

TABLE II. Parameters of three-dimensional King plot seeded with values of δhr2iA;40 taken from [30]. The units
for the field Fi and mass ki shift constants and the changes in mean square nuclear charge radii δhr2ij;40 are
MHz fm−2, GHz amu, and fm2, respectively. For comparison the second column for the previous data shows results
for the analysis using isotope shift data taken from [10] and [11] analyzed with the methods used in this Letter.

Parameter Previous This work Theory

F397 −283ð6Þa −281ð34Þ −281.8ð7.0Þ −285ð3Þa
−287b

k397 405.1(3.8)a 406.4(2.8) 408.73(40) 359b

427d

F866 79(4)c 80(13) 87.7(2.2) 88a

92b

k866 −1989.8ð4Þc −1990.9ð1.4Þ −1990.05ð13Þ −2207b
−2185d

δhr2i42;40 0.210(7) 0.210(7) 0.2160(49)
δhr2i44;40 0.290(9) 0.290(9) 0.2824(65)
δhr2i48;40 −0.005ð6Þ −0.005ð6Þ −0.0045ð60Þ
aMårtensson-Pendrill et al. [10].
bSafronova and Johnson [32].
cNörtershäuser et al. [11].
dThis work, based on the methods in [33].
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Illustration: adding light new physics (NP)

1

Constraining new light force-mediators by isotope shift spectroscopy
Supplementary Material

Julian C. Berengut, Dimtry Budker, Cédric Delaunay, Victor V. Flambaum, Claudia Frugiuele, Elina Fuchs,
Christophe Grojean, Roni Harnik, Roee Ozeri, Gilad Perez, and Yotam Soreq

I. VISUALIZING THE VECTOR SPACE

In the main text we define the following vectors in the A
0 vector space

�!
m⌫i ⌘

⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
, (S1)

����!
m�hr

2
i ⌘

�
hr

2
iAA0

1
/µAA0

1
, hr

2
iAA0

2
/µAA0

2
, hr

2
iAA0

3
/µAA0

3

�
, (S2)

�!
mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1) . (S3)

As long as �!
m⌫1,2 are spanned by �!

mµ and
����!
m�hr

2
i, the resulting King plot will be linear. In Fig. S1, we illustrate the

vector space of the various components related to isotope shifts that leads to the nonlinearites. The NP contribution

to IS, ↵NPXi
~h, may lift the IS vectors from the (�!mµ,

����!
m�hr

2
i) plane, resulting in a nonlinear King plot. Fig. S2

illustrates a nonlinear King plot, where the area of the triangle corresponds to the NL of Eq. (6).
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FIG. S1: Left: A cartoon of the prediction of factorization, Eq. (5) in vector language. All of the isotope shift measurements

(which are here three dimensional vectors �!m⌫1,2) lie in the plane that is spanned by �!mµ and
����!
m�hr2i. This coplanarity can be

tested by measuring whether �!m⌫1,
�!m⌫2 and �!mµ are coplanar. Right: In the presence of new physics the isotope shift get a

contribution which can point out of the plane. A new long range force can spoil the coplanarity of �!m⌫1,
�!m⌫2 and �!mµ.
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Abstract

In this Letter we explore the potential of probing new light force-carriers, with spin-independent
couplings to the electron and the neutron, using precision isotope shift spectroscopy. We develop
a formalism to interpret linear King plots as bounds on new physics with minimal theory inputs.
We focus only on bounding the new physics contributions that can be calculated independently
of the Standard Model nuclear e↵ects. We apply our method to existing Ca+ data and project
its sensitivity to possibly existing new bosons using narrow transitions in other atoms and ions
(specifically, Sr and Yb). Future measurements are expected to improve the relative precision by
five orders of magnitude, and can potentially lead to an unprecedented sensitivity for bosons within
the 10 keV to 10MeV mass range.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) success-
fully describes multiple observations up to the TeV scale,
and is theoretically consistent up to a much higher en-
ergy. However, the SM cannot be a complete description
of Nature. For example, it lacks a viable dark matter
candidate and can neither explain the observed matter-
antimatter asymmetry of our Universe nor neutrino oscil-
lations. In addition, the SM su↵ers from hierarchy issues
both in the Higgs sector and the fermionic sector. These
experimental observations require new physics (NP) be-
yond the SM, however, none of these observations point
towards a specific new theory or energy scale.

The quest for NP is pursued in multiple directions.
Current e↵orts with colliders such as the LHC form
the energy frontier, probing directly the TeV energy
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scale. Other accelerators, such as B-factories, NA62 and
neutrino experiments, form the intensity frontier that
broadly probes the MeV–GeV scale. Atomic physics
tabletop experiments form a third frontier of precision
measurements (see e.g.: [1–5], for a review see [6–8])
where sub-MeV physics can be e�ciently tested. It is
interesting to note that NP that may account for the hi-
erarchy issues could be new light scalars that couple to
matter fields [9–15]. To convert the high precision o↵ered
by atomic and molecular spectroscopy into sensitivity to
fundamental new physics, one either has to acquire sim-
ilar theoretical accuracy of atomic structure or alterna-
tively seek for unique observables that are insensitive to
theoretical uncertainties.

In this paper we show that precision isotope shift (IS)
spectroscopy may probe spin-independent couplings of
light boson fields to electrons and neutrons. The idea
is to extract constraints from bounds on nonlinearities
in a King plot comparison [16] of isotope shifts of two
narrow transitions [17]. We develop a new formalism to
interpret these measurements in the context of searching
for new light force carriers and propose several elements
and transitions that can be used for such analyses. We
recast existing measurements into bounds and provide an
estimation for the sensitivity of future measurements, see
Fig. 1. The validity of our method to bound NP does not
rely on the knowledge of the SM contributions to King
plot nonlinearites. Its constraining power, however, is
limited by the size of the observed nonlinearities. In case
that Kings linearity is established, at the current state-
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non-relativistic limit

Nonvanishing d breaks CP

Electric dipole moments (EDM) as a source of CP violation

SM prediction:

e e

3

1

2 2

3

SM contribution is ridiculously small,

EDM is a clear sign of New Phisics

Non-relativistic limit

Nonvanishing EDM breaks CP

SM predictions
SM  contribution is ridiculously small

EDM is clear signal of New Physics

3-loop since needs to involve 3 
family to break CP
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Electric Dipole Moment

Electron EDM

EDMs violate chirality, so putting in the electron mass a spurion, 
we expect an effect of order:

We expect the upcoming ACME result to be somewhere in the 
neighborhood of de ≲ 1.0 × 10−29 e cm

de ∼ δCPV ( λ
16π2 )

k me

M2

Then dimensional analysis tells us that the experiment probes 
masses

for order-one CPV phases this often exceeds LHC reach!

Preliminary: experimental result not yet known
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EDM - experimental status
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Current and future experimental constraints

Further improvements in

a -very- short timescale

 Science 343, p. 269-272 (2014) 
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EDM as a BSM probe
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FCC constraints on top partners’ CP phases

- Even if phases are 1% size, competitive with FCC.

  

64

LHC and electron EDM constraints on top partners

HL-LHC projectios:Current constraints:

- ACME constraints stronger if CP phase is larger than 0.1

- ACME-II similar to HL-LHC for 1% phases.

LHC HL-LHC

FCC-hh FCC-hh

e.g., EDM can help testing the presence of top partners in composite Higgs models
Panico, Riembau, Vantalon ‘17
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EDM as a BSM probeElectron EDMs
Quite generally, electroweak 
new physics coupling to the 
Higgs boson gives rise to an 
electron EDM (Barr-Zee).

Powerful split SUSY constraints 
(forecast) from ACME 2!

[Cesarotti, Lu, Nakai, Parikh, Reece, 
to appear]

Preliminary: experimental result not yet known

(M. Reece, SUSY ’18)
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Heavy Baryo+nes, Models

 &Neutron-antineutron oscillations
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Why are we expecting B violation(s)?
   1) Neutral meson oscillations, neutral lepton oscillations (very likely), why not neutral
          baryon oscillations? 
   2) Global symmetry are not consistent with quantum gravity

   3) Need to generate matter-antimatter imbalance

!154

Baryon number violation(s)

conservation of angular momentum ⇒ spin of nucleon should be transferred to another fermion

Selection rule

1) ΔB=ΔL (nucleon → antilepton)
2) ΔB=-ΔL (nucleon → lepton)
3) ΔL=±2 (0νββ)
4) ΔB=±2 (nn oscillations, dinucleon decays)

Proton stability doesn’t exclude baryogenesis!

If h3 coupling is SM-like, unlikely that baryogenesis occurs at weak scale 
Large scale baryogenesis requires B-L violation  

otherwise any B asymmetry created above EWSB scale is wiped out by active EW sphalerons 

-
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p MEAN LIFEp MEAN LIFEp MEAN LIFEp MEAN LIFE

Of the two astrophysical limits here, that of GEER 00D involves consider-
ably more refinements in its modeling. The other limits come from direct
observations of stored antiprotons. See also “p Partial Mean Lives” after
“p Partial Mean Lives,” below, for exclusive-mode limits. The best (life-

time/branching fraction) limit there is 7 × 105 years, for p → e−γ. We
advance only the exclusive-mode limits to our Summary Tables.

LIMIT
(years) CL% EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

>5.0 90 SELLNER 17 TRAP Penning trap

>8 × 105 90 1 GEER 00D p/p ratio, cosmic rays
>0.28 GABRIELSE 90 TRAP Penning trap
>0.08 90 1 BELL 79 CNTR Storage ring
>1 × 107 GOLDEN 79 SPEC p/p ratio, cosmic rays

>3.7 × 10−3 BREGMAN 78 CNTR Storage ring

1GEER 00D uses agreement between a model of galactic p production and propagation
and the observed p/p cosmic-ray spectrum to set this limit.

p DECAY MODESp DECAY MODESp DECAY MODESp DECAY MODES

See the “Note on Nucleon Decay” in our 1994 edition (Phys. Rev. D50D50D50D50,
1173) for a short review.

The “partial mean life” limits tabulated here are the limits on τ/Bi , where
τ is the total mean life and Bi is the branching fraction for the mode in
question. For N decays, p and n indicate proton and neutron partial
lifetimes.

Partial mean life
Mode (1030 years) Confidence level

Antilepton + mesonAntilepton + mesonAntilepton + mesonAntilepton + meson
τ1 N → e+π > 2000 (n), > 8200 (p) 90%

τ2 N → µ+π > 1000 (n), > 6600 (p) 90%

τ3 N → ν π > 1100 (n), > 390 (p) 90%

τ4 p → e+ η > 4200 90%

τ5 p → µ+ η > 1300 90%

τ6 n → ν η > 158 90%

τ7 N → e+ρ > 217 (n), > 710 (p) 90%

τ8 N → µ+ρ > 228 (n), > 160 (p) 90%

τ9 N → ν ρ > 19 (n), > 162 (p) 90%

τ10 p → e+ω > 320 90%

τ11 p → µ+ω > 780 90%

τ12 n → νω > 108 90%

τ13 N → e+K > 17 (n), > 1000 (p) 90%
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τ14 p → e+K0
S

τ15 p → e+K0
L

τ16 N → µ+K > 26 (n), > 1600 (p) 90%

τ17 p → µ+K0
S

τ18 p → µ+K0
L

τ19 N → νK > 86 (n), > 5900 (p) 90%

τ20 n → νK0
S > 260 90%

τ21 p → e+K∗(892)0 > 84 90%

τ22 N → νK∗(892) > 78 (n), > 51 (p) 90%

Antilepton + mesonsAntilepton + mesonsAntilepton + mesonsAntilepton + mesons
τ23 p → e+π+π− > 82 90%

τ24 p → e+π0π0 > 147 90%

τ25 n → e+π−π0 > 52 90%

τ26 p → µ+π+π− > 133 90%

τ27 p → µ+π0π0 > 101 90%

τ28 n → µ+π−π0 > 74 90%

τ29 n → e+K0π− > 18 90%

Lepton + mesonLepton + mesonLepton + mesonLepton + meson
τ30 n → e−π+ > 65 90%

τ31 n → µ−π+ > 49 90%

τ32 n → e−ρ+ > 62 90%

τ33 n → µ−ρ+ > 7 90%

τ34 n → e−K+ > 32 90%

τ35 n → µ−K+ > 57 90%

Lepton + mesonsLepton + mesonsLepton + mesonsLepton + mesons
τ36 p → e−π+π+ > 30 90%

τ37 n → e−π+π0 > 29 90%

τ38 p → µ−π+π+ > 17 90%

τ39 n → µ−π+π0 > 34 90%

τ40 p → e−π+K+ > 75 90%

τ41 p → µ−π+K+ > 245 90%

Antilepton + photon(s)Antilepton + photon(s)Antilepton + photon(s)Antilepton + photon(s)

τ42 p → e+γ > 670 90%

τ43 p → µ+γ > 478 90%

τ44 n → ν γ > 550 90%

τ45 p → e+γγ > 100 90%

τ46 n → ν γγ > 219 90%

Antilepton + single masslessAntilepton + single masslessAntilepton + single masslessAntilepton + single massless
τ47 p → e+X > 790 90%

τ48 p → µ+X > 410 90%
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Of the two astrophysical limits here, that of GEER 00D involves consider-
ably more refinements in its modeling. The other limits come from direct
observations of stored antiprotons. See also “p Partial Mean Lives” after
“p Partial Mean Lives,” below, for exclusive-mode limits. The best (life-

time/branching fraction) limit there is 7 × 105 years, for p → e−γ. We
advance only the exclusive-mode limits to our Summary Tables.

LIMIT
(years) CL% EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

>5.0 90 SELLNER 17 TRAP Penning trap

>8 × 105 90 1 GEER 00D p/p ratio, cosmic rays
>0.28 GABRIELSE 90 TRAP Penning trap
>0.08 90 1 BELL 79 CNTR Storage ring
>1 × 107 GOLDEN 79 SPEC p/p ratio, cosmic rays

>3.7 × 10−3 BREGMAN 78 CNTR Storage ring

1GEER 00D uses agreement between a model of galactic p production and propagation
and the observed p/p cosmic-ray spectrum to set this limit.

p DECAY MODESp DECAY MODESp DECAY MODESp DECAY MODES

See the “Note on Nucleon Decay” in our 1994 edition (Phys. Rev. D50D50D50D50,
1173) for a short review.

The “partial mean life” limits tabulated here are the limits on τ/Bi , where
τ is the total mean life and Bi is the branching fraction for the mode in
question. For N decays, p and n indicate proton and neutron partial
lifetimes.

Partial mean life
Mode (1030 years) Confidence level

Antilepton + mesonAntilepton + mesonAntilepton + mesonAntilepton + meson
τ1 N → e+π > 2000 (n), > 8200 (p) 90%

τ2 N → µ+π > 1000 (n), > 6600 (p) 90%

τ3 N → ν π > 1100 (n), > 390 (p) 90%

τ4 p → e+ η > 4200 90%

τ5 p → µ+ η > 1300 90%

τ6 n → ν η > 158 90%

τ7 N → e+ρ > 217 (n), > 710 (p) 90%

τ8 N → µ+ρ > 228 (n), > 160 (p) 90%

τ9 N → ν ρ > 19 (n), > 162 (p) 90%

τ10 p → e+ω > 320 90%

τ11 p → µ+ω > 780 90%

τ12 n → νω > 108 90%

τ13 N → e+K > 17 (n), > 1000 (p) 90%
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Constraints on Baryon # violation

*For flavour universal models, nn gives the 
strongest constraints. For other flavour setups (e.g. 
MFV-RPV susy), dinucleon decays might be win
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Three (or more) leptonsThree (or more) leptonsThree (or more) leptonsThree (or more) leptons

τ49 p → e+ e+ e− > 793 90%

τ50 p → e+µ+µ− > 359 90%

τ51 p → e+ ν ν > 170 90%

τ52 n → e+ e−ν > 257 90%

τ53 n → µ+ e−ν > 83 90%

τ54 n → µ+µ−ν > 79 90%

τ55 p → µ+ e+ e− > 529 90%

τ56 p → µ+µ+µ− > 675 90%

τ57 p → µ+ ν ν > 220 90%

τ58 p → e−µ+µ+ > 6 90%

τ59 n → 3ν > 5 × 10−4 90%

τ60 n → 5ν

Inclusive modesInclusive modesInclusive modesInclusive modes
τ61 N → e+ anything > 0.6 (n, p) 90%

τ62 N → µ+ anything > 12 (n, p) 90%

τ63 N → ν anything
τ64 N → e+π0 anything > 0.6 (n, p) 90%

τ65 N → 2 bodies, ν-free

∆B = 2 dinucleon modes∆B = 2 dinucleon modes∆B = 2 dinucleon modes∆B = 2 dinucleon modes

The following are lifetime limits per iron nucleus.

τ66 pp → π+π+ > 72.2 90%

τ67 pn → π+π0 > 170 90%

τ68 nn → π+π− > 0.7 90%

τ69 nn → π0π0 > 404 90%

τ70 pp → K+K+ > 170 90%

τ71 pp → e+ e+ > 5.8 90%

τ72 pp → e+µ+ > 3.6 90%

τ73 pp → µ+µ+ > 1.7 90%

τ74 pn → e+ ν > 260 90%

τ75 pn → µ+ ν > 200 90%

τ76 pn → τ+ ντ > 29 90%

τ77 nn → νe νe > 1.4 90%

τ78 nn → νµ νµ > 1.4 90%

τ79 pn → invisible > 2.1 × 10−5 90%

τ80 pp → invisible > 5 × 10−5 90%
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B and L Violation
❖ Look for violation of (approximate) symmetries of the SM

❖ e.g. Baryon number (B) and lepton number (L)

❖ B, L violation beyond the SM may provide ingredient for baryogenesis.

❖ Pattern of B, L violation in the SM EFT [A.Kobach 1604.05726]

❖             0!"" decay            proton decays            neutron-antineutron oscillation

3

       L      =     LSM     +  dim-5   +  dim-6   +  dim-7   +  dim-8   +  dim-9 + …

allowed 
(∆B, ∆L) (0, 0) (0, 2)

(0, 0),
(1, 1)

(0, 2),
(1, -1)

(0, 0),
(1, 1)

(2, 0), (1, -1),
(0, 2), (1, 3)

Pattern of B violation in SM(EFT)
A. Kobach ‘16

Slide stolen to Z. Zhang @ 
Pascos’18
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

1. Neutron-antineutron oscillation operators

Here we briefly review the e↵ective operator analysis of n-n̄ oscillation. Since multiple operators may be present
in addition to the representative operator we considered in the letter, to gain intuition about the new physics scale
being probed, let us define

⌧
�1
nn̄ =

��hn̄|He↵|ni
�� ⌘

⇤6
QCD

⇤5
nn̄

. (A.1)

As we will see explicitly below, ⇤nn̄ defined here roughly coincides with suppression scales of dimension-nine operators
mediating n-n̄ oscillation. This is because the nuclear matrix elements hn̄|Onn̄|ni ⇠ O(⇤6

QCD). Taking ⇤QCD =
180MeV, we have

⇤nn̄ = 4.25⇥ 105 GeV

✓
⌧nn̄

2.7⇥ 108 s

◆1/5

(A.2)

= 5.53⇥ 105 GeV

✓
⌧nn̄

109 s

◆1/5

= 8.76⇥ 105 GeV

✓
⌧nn̄

1010 s

◆1/5

= 1.39⇥ 106 GeV

✓
⌧nn̄

1011 s

◆1/5

, (A.3)

where the number in Eq. (A.2) shows the current best limit from Super-K.
There are 12 independent operators that contribute to n-n̄ oscillation at tree level. Using the basis of [55], we write

Le↵ �
6X

i=1

ciOi + c̄iŌi + h.c. , (A.4)
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FIG. 4. Suppression scale ⇤(i)
nn̄ ⌘ c�1/5

i of the |�B| = 2 six-quark operators Oi in Eq. (A.5) that can be probed with
free neutron oscillation time ⌧nn̄ (corresponding to new physics scale ⇤nn̄ ⌘ (⌧nn̄⇤

6
QCD)

1/5 as defined in Eq. (A.1)) when
each operator is considered individually. The widths of the bands arise from variations of hn̄|Oi(µ0)|ni within current lattice
calculation uncertainties, and of the starting point of RG evolution µi between 103 GeV and 106 GeV. The results apply equally
to the parity-conjugate operators Ōi. Existing and future n-n̄ oscillation searches are sensitive to ⇤(i)

nn̄ ⇠ O(105-6 GeV).

where f
eq
a is the equilibrium distribution at zero chemical potential for species a. Assuming a common temperature

is maintained for all species, we have

fa = e
µa/T f

eq
a ⌘ raf

eq
a ⌘ (1 +�a) f

eq
a , (A.10)

for the actual distribution of species a, with �a characterizing the amount of departure from equilibrium. The collision
terms can then be written in terms of the W ’s and r’s,

�C1 =
�
rur1 � r

2
d

�
WuX1!d̄d̄ +

�
rūr1 � r

2
d̄

�
WūX1!dd +

�
rdr1 � rurd

�
WdX1!ūd̄ +

�
rd̄r1 � rūrd̄

�
Wd̄X1!ud

+
�
rur1 � rūr2

�
WuX1!uX2 +

�
rūr1 � rur2

�
WūX1!ūX2 +

�
r1r2 � rurū

�
WX1X2!ūu

+
�
r1 � rūr

2
d̄

�
WX1!udd +

�
r1 � rur

2
d

�
WX1!ūd̄d̄ +

�
r1rurū � r2

�
WX2!X1ūu , (A.11)

�C2 =
�
rur2 � r

2
d

�
WuX2!d̄d̄ +

�
rūr2 � r

2
d̄

�
WūX2!dd +

�
rdr2 � rurd

�
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�
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�
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+
�
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�
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�
rur2 � rūr1

�
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�
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�
WX1X2!ūu

+
�
r2 � rūr

2
d̄

�
WX2!udd +

�
r2 � rur

2
d

�
WX2!ūd̄d̄ +

�
r2 � r1rurū

�
WX2!X1ūu , (A.12)
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d

�
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0
udd!ūd̄d̄ � 2 rūr

2
d̄ W

0
ūd̄d̄!udd , (A.13)

where W
0
udd!ūd̄d̄

, W
0
ūd̄d̄!udd

are computed from the corresponding matrix elements with contributions from on-
shell X1,2 exchange subtracted. We have grouped together terms that are identical as dictated by CPT invariance,
Wi!f = Wf̄!ī (where bar denotes CP conjugate state).

To further simplify, we note that several processes conserve CP up to one-loop level, and as a result

WdX1!ūd̄ = Wd̄X1!ud , WdX2!ūd̄ = Wd̄X2!ud , WX1!udd = WX1!ūd̄d̄ . (A.14)

SuperK/ESS, DUNE is/will probe scales 105-106 GeV
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Neutron-Antineutron (nnbar) Oscillation
❖ One of the simplest possibilities for generating an nnbar operator:

6

X

d

d

u

d̄

d̄

ū Mediator X
Single mediator X decays cannot generate a baryon asymmetry 

at leading order in the B violating coupling 
(Nanopoulos-Weinberg theorem ‘1979)

Grojean, Shakya, Wells, Zhang ‘18

Two mediators X1, X2 (MX1<MX2)

2

109-10 s envisioned at the ESS and possibly DUNE [7–11].
We now elucidate the connection between ⌧nn̄ and the

new physics scale in the EFT context. The lowest dimen-
sion e↵ective operators contributing to n-n̄ oscillation
at tree level are dimension-nine operators of the form
Onn̄ ⇠ (uudddd). The classification of these operators
dates back to the 1980s [50–54] and was refined recently
in [55], which established an alternative basis more conve-
nient for renormalization group (RG) running. A concise
review of the full set of tree-level n-n̄ oscillation opera-
tors is provided in the Appendix. In what follows, we
focus on one of these operators for illustration,

L � c1
1

2
✏ijk✏i0j0k0(ūc

iPRdj)(ū
c
i0PRdj0)(d̄

c
kPRdk0) + h.c. ,

with c1 ⌘
�
⇤(1)
nn̄

��5
. (1)

Here u, d are SM up and down quark fields, respec-
tively, and u

c
, d

c are their charge conjugates. i(0), j(0), k(0)

are color indices, and “h.c.” denotes hermitian conju-

gate. The operator suppression scale ⇤(1)
nn̄ is generally

a weighted (geometric) average of new particle masses,
modulo appropriate powers of couplings and loop factors.

If the operator is generated by integrating out new
particles at a high scale M , computing ⌧nn̄ requires RG
evolving the EFT down to a low scale µ0 (usually chosen
to be 2GeV), where it can be matched onto lattice QCD.
The leading contribution to RG rescaling reads [54, 55]

c1(µ0)

c1(M)
=

"
↵
(4)
s (mb)

↵
(4)
s (µ0)

# 6
25
"
↵
(5)
s (mt)

↵
(5)
s (mb)

# 6
23
"
↵
(6)
s (M)

↵
(6)
s (mt)

# 2
7

=
�
0.726 , 0.684 , 0.651 , 0.624

 
,

for M =
�
103 , 104 , 105 , 106

 
GeV . (2)

Here ↵
(nf )
s is the e↵ective strong coupling with nf light

quark flavors, whose value is obtained with the RunDec
package [56]. Corrections from two-loop running as well
as one-loop matching onto lattice QCD operators were re-
cently computed [55] and are small, and will be neglected
in our calculations. No additional operators relevant for
n-n̄ oscillation are generated from RG evolution.

The n ! n̄ transition rate is determined by the
matrix element of the low-energy e↵ective Hamiltonian
between the neutron and antineutron states. Thus,
once hn̄|Onn̄(µ0)|ni are known, we can relate ⌧nn̄ =��hn̄|He↵|ni

���1
to the six-quark operator coe�cients. Re-

cent progress in lattice calculations [57, 58] has greatly
improved the accuracy and precision on hn̄|Onn̄(µ0)|ni
compared to previous bag model calculations [52, 53] of-
ten used in the literature. Using the results in [58], we

can relate ⌧nn̄ to the operator suppression scale ⇤(1)
nn̄ . For

example, assuming the operator in Eq. (1) gives the domi-
nant contribution to n-n̄ oscillation, and assuming a rep-
resentative RG rescaling factor of 0.7, the current best

limit from Super-K translates into ⇤(1)
nn̄

>⇠ 4 ⇥ 105 GeV.

An improvement on ⌧nn̄ up to 109 (1010, 1011) s will corre-

spond to probing ⇤(1)
nn̄ ⇠ 5 (8, 13)⇥ 105 GeV. These num-

bers are representative of the whole set of n-n̄ oscillation
operators, and do not vary significantly with the starting
point of RG evolution M (see Appendix for details).

A minimal EFT for n-n̄ oscillation and baryogenesis
— One of the simplest possibilities for generating the op-
erator in Eq. (1) at tree level is with a Majorana fermion
X of mass M that couples to the SM via a dimension-
six operator of the form 1

⇤2Xudd, which originates at
an even higher scale ⇤ � M via some UV completion
that we remain agnostic about. A familiar scenario that
realizes this EFT setup is supersymmetry (SUSY) with
R-parity violation (RPV), where the bino plays the role
of X and the dimension-six operator is obtained by in-
tegrating out squarks at a heavier scale. However, this
simple EFT with a single BSM state does not allow for
su�cient baryogenesis due to unitarity relations: in the
absence of B-conserving decay channels, X decay can-
not generate a baryon asymmetry at leading order in the
B-violating coupling, a result known as the Nanopoulos-
Weinberg theorem [59] (see [60] for a recent discussion);
meanwhile, 2 ! 2 processes uX ! d̄d̄ and ūX ! dd are
forced to have the same rate and thus do not violate CP .
A minimal extension that can accommodate both n�n̄

oscillation and the observed baryon asymmetry involves
two Majorana fermions X1, X2 (with MX1 < MX2), each
having a B violating interaction 1

⇤2Xudd. In addition,
a B conserving coupling between the two is necessary to
evade constraints from unitarity relations. In the context
of RPV SUSY, this corresponds to the presence of a wino
or gluino in addition to the bino, which is known to allow
for su�cient baryogenesis [60–62].
Guided by minimality, we assume X1,2 are both SM

singlets, and consider just one of the many possible B

conserving operators in addition to the two B violating
ones. Our minimal EFT thus consists of the following
dimension-six operators that couple X1,2 to the SM:1

L � ⌘X1 ✏
ijk(ūc

iPRdj)(d̄
c
kPRX1)

+ ⌘X2 ✏
ijk(ūc

iPRdj)(d̄
c
kPRX2)

+ ⌘c (ū
i
PLX1)(X̄2PRui) + h.c. ,

with |⌘X1 | ⌘ ⇤�2
X1

, |⌘X2 | ⌘ ⇤�2
X2

, |⌘c| ⌘ ⇤�2
c .(3)

Both X1 and X2 mediate n-n̄ oscillation — integrating
them out at tree level gives

c1 =
1

�
⇤(1)
nn̄

�5 =
1

MX1⇤
4
X1

+
1

MX2⇤
4
X2

. (4)

1 Our minimal EFT bears similarities with the models studied
in [63, 64]. However, these papers focused on baryogenesis using
operators of the form (d̄cPRd)(ūcPRX), which, upon Fierz trans-
formations, are equivalent to generation-antisymmetric compo-
nents of the (ūcPRd)(d̄cPRX) operators in Eq. (3), and thus do
not mediate n-n̄ oscillation at tree level.
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❖ Two nnbar mediators for baryogenesis

❖ X1,2 are SM singlet Majorana fermions.

❖ 3 dimension-six operators from unspecified new physics at higher scale.
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❖ 1 B-conserving operator
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ijk(ūc

iPRdj)(d̄
c
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ijk(ūc
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iPLX1)(X̄2PRui) + h.c. ,
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X1
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X2

, |⌘c| ⌘ ⇤�2
c .

c1 =
1

�
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nn̄
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1

MX1⇤
4
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+
1

MX2⇤
4
X2
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109-10 s envisioned at the ESS and possibly DUNE [7–11].
We now elucidate the connection between ⌧nn̄ and the

new physics scale in the EFT context. The lowest dimen-
sion e↵ective operators contributing to n-n̄ oscillation
at tree level are dimension-nine operators of the form
Onn̄ ⇠ (uudddd). The classification of these operators
dates back to the 1980s [50–54] and was refined recently
in [55], which established an alternative basis more conve-
nient for renormalization group (RG) running. A concise
review of the full set of tree-level n-n̄ oscillation opera-
tors is provided in the Appendix. In what follows, we
focus on one of these operators for illustration,

L � c1
1

2
✏ijk✏i0j0k0(ūc

iPRdj)(ū
c
i0PRdj0)(d̄

c
kPRdk0) + h.c. ,

with c1 ⌘
�
⇤(1)
nn̄

��5
. (1)

Here u, d are SM up and down quark fields, respec-
tively, and u

c
, d

c are their charge conjugates. i(0), j(0), k(0)

are color indices, and “h.c.” denotes hermitian conju-

gate. The operator suppression scale ⇤(1)
nn̄ is generally

a weighted (geometric) average of new particle masses,
modulo appropriate powers of couplings and loop factors.

If the operator is generated by integrating out new
particles at a high scale M , computing ⌧nn̄ requires RG
evolving the EFT down to a low scale µ0 (usually chosen
to be 2GeV), where it can be matched onto lattice QCD.
The leading contribution to RG rescaling reads [54, 55]
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Here ↵
(nf )
s is the e↵ective strong coupling with nf light

quark flavors, whose value is obtained with the RunDec
package [56]. Corrections from two-loop running as well
as one-loop matching onto lattice QCD operators were re-
cently computed [55] and are small, and will be neglected
in our calculations. No additional operators relevant for
n-n̄ oscillation are generated from RG evolution.

The n ! n̄ transition rate is determined by the
matrix element of the low-energy e↵ective Hamiltonian
between the neutron and antineutron states. Thus,
once hn̄|Onn̄(µ0)|ni are known, we can relate ⌧nn̄ =��hn̄|He↵|ni

���1
to the six-quark operator coe�cients. Re-

cent progress in lattice calculations [57, 58] has greatly
improved the accuracy and precision on hn̄|Onn̄(µ0)|ni
compared to previous bag model calculations [52, 53] of-
ten used in the literature. Using the results in [58], we

can relate ⌧nn̄ to the operator suppression scale ⇤(1)
nn̄ . For

example, assuming the operator in Eq. (1) gives the domi-
nant contribution to n-n̄ oscillation, and assuming a rep-
resentative RG rescaling factor of 0.7, the current best

limit from Super-K translates into ⇤(1)
nn̄

>⇠ 4 ⇥ 105 GeV.

An improvement on ⌧nn̄ up to 109 (1010, 1011) s will corre-

spond to probing ⇤(1)
nn̄ ⇠ 5 (8, 13)⇥ 105 GeV. These num-

bers are representative of the whole set of n-n̄ oscillation
operators, and do not vary significantly with the starting
point of RG evolution M (see Appendix for details).

A minimal EFT for n-n̄ oscillation and baryogenesis
— One of the simplest possibilities for generating the op-
erator in Eq. (1) at tree level is with a Majorana fermion
X of mass M that couples to the SM via a dimension-
six operator of the form 1

⇤2Xudd, which originates at
an even higher scale ⇤ � M via some UV completion
that we remain agnostic about. A familiar scenario that
realizes this EFT setup is supersymmetry (SUSY) with
R-parity violation (RPV), where the bino plays the role
of X and the dimension-six operator is obtained by in-
tegrating out squarks at a heavier scale. However, this
simple EFT with a single BSM state does not allow for
su�cient baryogenesis due to unitarity relations: in the
absence of B-conserving decay channels, X decay can-
not generate a baryon asymmetry at leading order in the
B-violating coupling, a result known as the Nanopoulos-
Weinberg theorem [59] (see [60] for a recent discussion);
meanwhile, 2 ! 2 processes uX ! d̄d̄ and ūX ! dd are
forced to have the same rate and thus do not violate CP .
A minimal extension that can accommodate both n�n̄

oscillation and the observed baryon asymmetry involves
two Majorana fermions X1, X2 (with MX1 < MX2), each
having a B violating interaction 1

⇤2Xudd. In addition,
a B conserving coupling between the two is necessary to
evade constraints from unitarity relations. In the context
of RPV SUSY, this corresponds to the presence of a wino
or gluino in addition to the bino, which is known to allow
for su�cient baryogenesis [60–62].
Guided by minimality, we assume X1,2 are both SM

singlets, and consider just one of the many possible B

conserving operators in addition to the two B violating
ones. Our minimal EFT thus consists of the following
dimension-six operators that couple X1,2 to the SM:1

L � ⌘X1 ✏
ijk(ūc

iPRdj)(d̄
c
kPRX1)

+ ⌘X2 ✏
ijk(ūc

iPRdj)(d̄
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kPRX2)
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PLX1)(X̄2PRui) + h.c. ,

with |⌘X1 | ⌘ ⇤�2
X1

, |⌘X2 | ⌘ ⇤�2
X2

, |⌘c| ⌘ ⇤�2
c .(3)

Both X1 and X2 mediate n-n̄ oscillation — integrating
them out at tree level gives

c1 =
1
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⇤(1)
nn̄

�5 =
1

MX1⇤
4
X1

+
1

MX2⇤
4
X2

. (4)

1 Our minimal EFT bears similarities with the models studied
in [63, 64]. However, these papers focused on baryogenesis using
operators of the form (d̄cPRd)(ūcPRX), which, upon Fierz trans-
formations, are equivalent to generation-antisymmetric compo-
nents of the (ūcPRd)(d̄cPRX) operators in Eq. (3), and thus do
not mediate n-n̄ oscillation at tree level.

Two mediators with both B and B couplings 
are enough to evade Nanopoulos-Weinberg
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4

FIG. 2. Parameter space of the minimal EFT probed by
n-n̄ oscillation for the late decay scenario, assuming MX2 =
4MX1 . For ⇤X2 = ⇤c = 50⇤X1 , the green shaded region can
accommodate YB = 8.6 ⇥ 10�11. For ⇤X2 = ⇤c = 25⇤X1

(100⇤X1), viable region is between dashed red (dot-dashed
blue) lines. The gray shaded region marks ⇤X1 < MX2 , where
EFT validity requires greater than O(1) coupling.

while keeping their ratios fixed, at some point we enter a
regime where X2 decouples from the SM bath while rel-
ativistic, and Y

fo
X2

saturates at Y eq
X2

(T � MX2) =
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so that further increasing the ⇤’s only reduces ✏CP and
hence the final YB . Furthermore, for su�ciently high
⇤X2 and ⇤c, X2 dominates the energy density of the uni-
verse before it decays (this does not happen for X1 in the
parameter space we consider), so that its decay injects
significant entropy into the plasma, diluting the baryon
asymmetry. Both of these e↵ects – saturation and dilu-
tion – determine the upper boundary of the viable region.

Early decay scenario — For the opposite hierarchy
⇤X1 � ⇤X2 , n-n̄ oscillation is dominated byX2 exchange
and probes the MX2 -⇤X2 parameter space (see Fig. 3).
In this case, X2 is short-lived, and its abundance closely
follows the equilibrium curve. However, small departures
from equilibrium, always present in an expanding uni-
verse because interaction rates are finite, can be su�cient
for baryogenesis if washout can be suppressed. The rates
for washout processes involving X1 and X2 are propor-
tional to n1⇤

�4
X1

and n2⇤
�4
X2

, respectively, where n1,2 are
the number densities of X1,2. If ⇤X1 ⇠ ⇤X2 , washout
would be e�cient until T ⇠ MX1 , i.e. until n1 starts
to fall exponentially. In contrast, by increasing ⇤X1 , we
enter a regime where washout is dominated by X2 pro-
cesses at high temperatures and becomes ine�cient as
soon as the temperature falls below MX2 (washout due
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rate of baryon asymmetry generation ��B 6=0 is calcu-
lated from CP -violating X2 decays. First of all, a lower
ratio ⇤c/MX2 is always preferable (within the range of
EFT validity), while the ratio ⇤X2/⇤X1 has an opti-
mal value of ⇠ 1/10 as a result of balancing between
faster baryon asymmetry generation at higher tempera-
tures (which favors higher ⇤X2/⇤X1) and later transition
toX1-dominated washout (which favors lower ⇤X2/⇤X1).
The requirement of su�cient departure from equilibrium
precludes arbitrarily low ⇤c and leads to a minimumMX2
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Explicit realisation of late decay scenario: 
RPV SUSY with late decays of the bino in presence of a wino/gluino 

[F.Rompineve, 1310.0840] [Y.Cui, 1309.2952] [G.Arcadi, L.Covi, M.Nardecchia, 1507.05584]

nn oscillations can probe direct baryogenesis scenarios  
@ 105-6 GeV

-

Grojean, Shakya, Wells, Zhang ‘18
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Searching for a black moon

!159
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PBHs as DM

Figure 6. Future femtolensing sensitivity to primordial black holes compared to other probes. In
particular, we compare our projected limits (blue dashed contours) to limits based on extragalactic
background photons (EG�) from PBH evaporation [13], from the non-destruction of white dwarfs
(WD) [18], from microlensing searches by Subaru HSC [4], Kepler [57], MACHO [1], EROS [2], and
OGLE [3], from the dynamics of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [58], and from CMB distortions due to
accretion onto PBHs [59]. (Stronger CMB limits are obtained if more aggressive assumptions on
accretion by PBHs are adopted [60].) The Subaru HSC limits are cut off at M ⇠ 10�11

M� because
below that mass, the geometric optics approximation employed in ref. [4] is not valid. We also do
not include neutron star limits [15] because of their dependence on controversial assumptions about
the DM density in globular clusters. We have taken the limits shown here from the compilation in
ref. [36]. In computing our projected limits, we have assumed the redshift of all GRBs in the sample
to be zS = 1, we have used the BAND model for the GRB spectrum, and we have assumed a 5%
systematic uncertainty, uncorrelated between energy bins.

is not true that photons travel from the source to the detector along one of just two discrete
paths. In fact, when the time delay becomes comparable to the inverse photon frequency
(which for point-like lenses is equivalent to the photon wave length becoming comparable
to the Schwarzschild radius of the lens), wave optics effects become non-negligible. It is
then necessary to integrate the photon amplitude over the whole lens plane. This leads to
O(1) corrections to the interference pattern at the lower end of the photon energy spectrum.
Second, while the approximation of a point-like lens works for primordial black holes, it is
not satisfied for ultra-compact mini-halos, and even less so for NFW-like structures. We
have therefore computed femtolensing effects for generic power-law density profiles, and have
explicitly shown numerical results for the self-similar infall profile with ⇢(r) / r

�9/4.
The most important correction in femtolensing of GRBs is coming from the non-negligible

size aS of the GRB source itself. In fact, we have argued that a GRB could only be treated
as point-like for the purpose of femtolensing if the photon emission region was smaller than
aS ⇠ 108 cm. And while estimates for the size of the emission region can vary by a few

– 18 –

MPBH > 10�17M�tevaporation > 1064
✓
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PBH abundance

How can we detect such PBHs living in the Solar system?
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Production of PBH is still subject to research and debates  
(gravitational collapse of large over-densities during inflation? 

Topological defects?…)

⇢DM ⇠ 0.3GeV/cm3 ⇠ 10�15M�/VSolar system

If 

MPBH 10�16M�, i.e., RSch 10�13 cm

We expect a few in the Solar system
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A PBH orbiting around Earth
Is there a black moon around Earth and interacting only gravitationally?

A black moon between the Earth and the 
Moon  will induce a variation of the distance 

Earth-Moon, which is measured with an 
accuracy of 1mm (10-11 relative accuracy)

Grojean, Ruderman et al, in progress

�d��� =
d��PBHMPBH

M�

1mm =
1000 km⇥ 10�16M�

M�
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A PBH orbiting around Earth
Is there a black moon around Earth and interacting only gravitationally?

A black moon between the Earth and the 
Moon  will induce a variation of the distance 

Earth-Moon, which is measured with an 
accuracy of 1mm (10-11 relative accuracy)
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Grojean, Ruderman et al, in progress

Can also use GPS measurements…

Looking for a black moon with your cell-phone?
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Conclusion(s)

!163
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Experimentalists haven’t found (yet) 
what theorists told them they will find

Executive summary on status of BSM

There are rich opportunities 
for mind-boggling signatures 

@ colliders and beyond

BAD NEWS  

GOOD NEWS  
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He had a theoretical model
‣the Earth is round, 
‣Eratosthenes of Cyrene first estimated its circumference to be 250’000 stadia
‣other measurements later found smaller values ☞Toscanelli’s map
‣lost in unit-conversion or misled by post-truth statements, Columbus thought it was 
only 70’000 stadia, so he believed he could reach India in 4 weeks

He had the right technology
‣Caravels were the only ships at that time to sail against the wind, necessary tool to 
fight the prevailing winds, aka Alizée. Actually, the Vikings had the right technology too 
but the knowledge was lost 

!165

Sailing to India with the right tool...
Once upon a time...

Columbus had a great proposal: “reaching India by sailing towards the West”
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He had a theoretical model
‣the Earth is round, 
‣Eratosthenes of Cyrene first estimated its circumference to be 250’000 stadia
‣other measurements later found smaller values ☞Toscanelli’s map
‣lost in unit-conversion or misled by post-truth statements, Columbus thought it was 
only 70’000 stadia, so he believed he could reach India in 4 weeks

He had the right technology
‣Caravels were the only ships at that time to sail against the wind, necessary tool to 
fight the prevailing winds, aka Alizée. Actually, the Vikings had the right technology too 
but the knowledge was lost 

“theorists don’t need to be right! 
but progress needs theoretical models to motivate exploration”

“if your proposal is rejected, submit it again”

“you need the right technology to beat your competitors”

!165

Sailing to India with the right tool...

His proposal was scientifically rejected twice (by Portuguese’s & Salamanca U.)
by the decision was overruled by Isabel ... and America became great (already)

Moral(s)

Once upon a time...
Columbus had a great proposal: “reaching India by sailing towards the West”
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Homework: 
imagine what the current US president could say about science and HEP

B. Clinton, Davos 2011

ippog.web.cern.ch/resources/2011/bill-clinton-davos-2011

Knowledge is power
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Thank you for your attention. 
Good luck for your studies!

if you have question/want to know more 

do not hesitate to send me an email 

christophe.grojean@desy.de


